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ABSTRACT
The dryline is a non-frontal boundary common to West Texas and Oklahoma in
the spring time, and is associated with severe weather and much of the precipitation this
region receives throughout the year. Although these associations have long been known,
one of the most difficult forecasts operational meteorologists face today is predicting if
and when convective initiation (CI) will occur. Various boundaries such as cold fronts,
sea-breeze fronts, and drylines all have been observed to contain propagating vertical
vorticity maxima known as misocyclones. Though the finescale kinematics and
processes affecting misocyclones are poorly understood, misocyclones are believed to be
a possible connection to enhanced upward motion along the boundary, and subsequently,
also CI. It is also known that secondary boundaries, such as horizontal convective rolls,
that intersect the boundary can be regions of elevated convergence and may be associated
with clouds. For these reasons, this thesis seeks to observe in high detail the
development and life cycle of dryline misocyclones as well as intersections of any
secondary boundaries with the dryline.
Specifically, the goals of this study are to observationally confirm that horizontal
rolls can be tilted to enhance vertical vorticity maxima along the dryline and test whether
cross-dryline horizontal shear also affects misocyclone development. Furthermore,
satellite data exceeding 1-km resolution is obtained in an attempt to associate cloud
locations with significant dryline features in the vorticity, convergence, and reflectivity
fields. Two dryline cases are analyzed in this thesis, 30 April 2012 and 19 May 2012.
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This study confirms that the intersection of the dryline and other ancillary
boundaries are preferred locations for the genesis of misocyclones. Furthermore, it is
observed that misocyclones can remain fixed at these locations while most dryline
misocyclones are propagating. Horizontal shear appears to be significant in the
amplification of misocyclones on the 19 May dryline, but results failed to be generalized
by the 30 April case. Clouds are observed on the 30 April case to be located near
significant structural features along the dryline, including misocyclones and the
aforementioned boundary intersections with the dryline.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Motivation and Objectives
Although it is well known that severe weather often occurs near the dryline (e.g.,
Fujita 1958; Rhea 1966; Ogura and Chen 1977; Sun and Ogura 1979; Koch and
McCarthy 1982; McCarthy and Koch 1982; Bluestein et al. 1988; Bluestein and Parker
1993; Hane et al. 1993, 1997), predicting where and when moist convective initiation
(CI) occurs has proven challenging (e.g. Owen 1966; Doswell 1987; Johns and Doswell
1992; McNulty 1995; Ziegler and Rasmussen 1998). Low forecasting skill can be
attributed both to coarse operational model grid spacing relative to CI forcing processes
and the incomplete measurements of planetary boundary layer (PBL) moisture and wind
fields (Parsons et al. 2001). Many of these challenges can be attributed to the high degree
of along-boundary variability and the complex kinematic and thermodynamic nature of
the dryline. Although much research has been done over the decades on the dryline,
fundamental processes remain poorly understood, and consequently forecasting skill of
deep convection is still low.
It is necessary to improve forecasting skill of severe weather on the Southern
Great Plains (SGP) for numerous reasons. Dryline thunderstorms provide a large
proportion of annual rainfall in the western region of the SGP and can produce flash
floods in these areas. Agriculture consumes vast swaths of land in the SGP and the
potential for crop damage or the effects of drought on livestock can be devastating.
1
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Figure 1. Conceptual figure from Arnott et al. (2006) showing how misocyclones locally enhance vertical motion
and cloud formation. Upward motion is contoured with dotted lines while solid arrows denote parcel
trajectories. The longer a parcel remains within a region of vertical motion, the more likely it will reach the
lifting condensation level (LCL) to produce a cumulus cloud.

Additionally, these thunderstorms can produce tornados and the severe weather
that does initiate usually advances toward larger population centers such as Kansas City,
Oklahoma City, and the Metroplex of Fort Worth - Dallas. For these reasons, it is
important to better predict CI along the dryline, and to do so, it is essential to better
understand the finescale structure and mechanisms that may result in CI. Studies (e.g.
Arnott et al. 2006) have shown that misocyclones along boundaries such as the dryline
2
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can enhance vertical motion along the boundary (Fig. 1) and that clouds are sometimes
located near the intersection of horizontal convective rolls (HCR) with boundaries such
as drylines (Atkins et al. 1998), sea-breeze fronts (Wakimoto and Atkins 1994; Atkins et
al. 1995), and others such as the Denver Convergence Zone (Wilson et al. 1992).
However, not all research agrees. For example, Friedrich et al. (2005) and Kingsmill
(1995) show that CI does not occur near misocyclones on Florida gust fronts. For these
reasons this research seeks to better understand the nature of dryline misocyclones and
possible association with clouds. Specifically, this study tests whether HCR intersections
with the dryline can result in misocyclogenesis, whether horizontal shear is necessary for
the existence of dryline misocyclones, and whether individual cumulus clouds can be
associated with dryline misocyclones.

Dryline Background and Characteristics
The dryline is a non-frontal boundary where dry continental tropical air from the
Desert Southwest air meets maritime tropical air from the Gulf of Mexico. It is not
classified as a front because most thermodynamic properties except moisture gradients
have comparatively small differences across the boundary, and motion of the dryline
exceeds that of advecting winds (Schaefer 1986). However, it is recognized as an
important mesoscale feature due to its frequency and scale across the southern Great
Plains (SGP), and most importantly because of its association with (severe) deep moist
convection.

3
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Most prominently the dryline exists in West Texas and Oklahoma (U. S. Navy
1952) during the months of April, May, and June (Dodd 1965), though it can span the
Great Plains even reaching into the Dakotas (Fujita 1958). It normally is oriented parallel
to elevation contours and can be hundreds of meters to tens of kilometers in width. The
dryline has a broad convergence zone resulting from a wind shift characterized by
southeasterly winds to the east of the boundary and southwesterly winds to the west. The
most prominent of all features, however, is the dryline's sharp dewpoint gradient,
typically on the scale of 6 K km-1 (McGuire 1962). National Severe Storms Project
(NSSP) staff (1963) studied drylines in 1961 and 1962 and found moisture gradients on
the scale of 18 K over 1-10 km, and surface convergence on the order of 10-3 s-1, induced
by horizontal wind speed gradients. Due to this convergence and mass continuity,
upward vertical motion exists along the dryline in addition to background thermals from
surface heating. Higher resolution studies observed maximum vertical velocities of 5-10
m s-1 (Parsons et al. 1991; Weiss et al. 2006; Sipprell and Geerts 2007). Pressure and
density also vary across the boundary, with the moist air mass being more dense during
the daytime hours. Pressure has been observed to be 1-2 hPa greater in the moist air
(Weiss et al. 2006; Griesinger 2006), density is likewise greater (Campbell et al. 2014),
and virtual potential temperature differences of 1-2 and even up to 5 K across the dryline
have been both observed (e.g. McCarthy and Koch 1982; Benjamin and Carlson 1986;
Ziegler and Hane 1993, Demoz et al. 2006; Buban et al. 2007; Campbell et al. 2014) and
modeled theoretically (Sun and Wu 1992; Ziegler et al. 1995). These pressure and
4
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density gradients can lead to solenoidal frontogenetical forcing that sharpens the moisture
gradient beyond the level expected by advection alone (Parsons et al. 1991; Sun and Wu
1992; Atkins et al. 1998).
Numerous studies have shown the existence of multiple boundaries near the
dryline (e.g. Hane et al. 1997; Hane et al. 2001). In particular, Hane et al. (2002) note
that the dryline is not always "a single narrow band of large moisture gradient" and that
sometimes the dryline boundary "may contain more than one band of large moisture
gradient, and the magnitudes of moisture gradients and characteristics of other variable
fields (e.g., wind) may vary from one band to another" (p. 901). These "boundaries of
unknown origin" (p. 292), as Weiss et al. (2006) explain, which can be observed in low
level reflectivity scans, may be convergence lines due to the downward vertical mixing of
momentum, or ancillary drylines. The exact nature and predictability of these secondary
boundaries, however, are still ambiguous.
Formation and Evolution of the Dryline
Several mechanisms favorably combine to make the dryline on the southern Great Plains
among the most prolific in the world. The confluence of the dry continental and maritime
air masses perhaps is most significantly enhanced by strong westerly flow, which is often
associated with upper level troughs, across the Rocky Mountains, and the conservation of
potential vorticity (PV). When the elevation drops from the mountains to the plains, the
column of air stretches to conserve PV. This stretching produces a drop in pressure in the
lee of the mountains thereby increasing the pressure gradient force (PGF). The increased
5
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PGF draws both maritime air from the Gulf of Mexico and dry continental air from the
arid plateaus of the American Southwest (Fig. 2) producing confluence of southeasterly
and southwesterly winds with different moisture profiles resulting in a dryline (Conder
2005).

Figure 2. Schematic showing how a low pressure in lee of the Rocky Mountains draws continental tropical and
maritime tropical air masses together over the SGP to induce a dryline. Tornado figures represent the severe
weather that is often associated with the dryline (available at http://www.nssl.noaa.gov/noaastory/book.html).

Soil moisture gradients (Sun and Wu 1992; Ziegler et al. 1995; Grasso 2000) and
surface heat fluxes also affect the dryline (Schaefer 1974; Jones and Bannon 2002). The
pre-existing vegetation and soil moisture gradients both provide means for a natural
atmospheric moisture gradient across the SGP. Higher water content in the soil increases
evaporation and thicker vegetation enhances evapotranspiration rates supporting higher
humidity levels in the eastern parts of the SGP.

6
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Furthermore, the topography of the SGP naturally induces a moisture gradient
across the region and affects dryline motion (Anthes et al. 1982; Sun and Wu 1992;
Peckham and Wicker 2000). Gently sloping elevation in the region further enhances the
moisture gradient in two ways. First, the changing elevation provides a natural physical
barrier to the horizontal advection of maritime tropical air westward; moist air from the
Gulf of Mexico flows northward along lower lying areas while dry continental air
descends from the High Plains, creating a natural boundary between the two air masses
(Fig. 3). Second, as elevation increases to the west, the depth of the moist air mass
decreases. As drier air to the west heats each day, at the top of the PBL in the mixing
layer, strong westerly momentum from aloft is vertically transported down closer to the
earth’s surface. This newly acquired PBL westerly wind advances the dry air towards the
moist air mass, further sharpening the moisture gradient.

Figure 3. The depth of the moist air mass is a function of longitude and elevation. Early morning (a) and
afternoon (b) with a convective mixed layer of constant-thickness zi. tcu = towering cumulus clouds. Adapted
from Stull (2000).

7
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In recap, the three most significant factors in dryline formation - in order of
importance - are low-level shear, large terrain slope, and volumetric soil moisture
gradients (Sun and Wu 1992). These three factors to an extent are all necessary
conditions, and alone are important enough to induce a dryline.
Dryline Mechanisms, Structure, and Motion
The dryline has a diurnal motion advancing eastward by day and retreating to the
west upon nightfall. This pattern can continue for days until it either becomes too diffuse
to recognize - especially when it moves too far east, or when an advancing cold front
overtakes the boundary (Schaefer 1974). The commencement of daily insolation brings
forth the mechanism of dryline advancement. Differential surface heating and convective
boundary layer (CBL) growth are responsible for the dryline’s eastward motion. Drier
surfaces to the west and more intense insolation at higher elevations heat surfaces to the
west more than in the east over the SGP. Drier air to the west, having a lower heat
capacity, heats more quickly. These effects result in differential CBL growths across the
SGP that produce a greater CBL height to the west. Deeper thermals in the west mix
down drier air aloft and higher momentum from the strong elevated westerlies (Ogura
and Chen 1977; McCarthy and Koch 1982). The strong westerly advects dry air towards
the maritime tropical air mass, which compresses the width of the boundary and thereby
enhances the moisture gradient along the dryline.
As mixing increases throughout the day and the dryline sharpens, the vertical
structure of the dryline takes shape. The PBL of the continental air is deeper than that of
8
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the tropical maritime air mass and advects over top of the shallower moist air. The
boundary between the two air masses actually leans forward with height toward the moist
air, as in the conceptual model put forth by Ziegler and Rasmussen (1998, Fig. 4). This
intersection between the air masses is where convergence occurs, which lifts the edge of
the moist air vertically beyond the height of the rest of the moist air PBL, and also
produces a stagnation high at the boundary, resulting in the formation of waves atop the
CBL.

Figure 4. The cross-section of an ideal dryline (Ziegler and Rasmussen 1998). The heavy dashed streamline
represents a buoyantly accelerated air parcel from a cloud, gray dashed curve is an isosurface of zero westerly
wind component, the lower heavy dashed curve the moist PBL, upper heavy dashed curve the dry PBL and
elevated residual layer above the moist air, and shaded areas represent locations of cumulus clouds.

The sloping elevation itself still factors into the dryline’s motion as the moist
layer necessarily deepens heading down slope to the east. This deeper layer requires
9
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more mixing to erode away the moist air. More mixing takes longer, slowing the rate of
eastward motion of the dryline. Environmental conditions dictate where exactly the
dryline stalls in the late afternoon of the day, but a common location is near the Caprock
Escarpment (Caprock), which extends southward from the east-central Texas Panhandle.
This location may be preferred because the Caprock substantially changes topography
with a discontinuity in elevation of hundreds of feet. Along with this elevation change
sharp gradients in surface [and sometimes air] moisture and vegetation profiles exist - all
of which affect the motion of the dryline.
By late afternoon the mixing that forces the dryline to advance abates as the
lowering sun decreases insolation, and the dryline stalls before retreating back to the
west. The westward retrogression of the dryline has characteristics of a density current
(Parsons et al. 1991; Atkins et al. 1995). By late afternoon, the dry air with the deeper
PBL has become less dense than the moist air, which with gravity, the moist air forces
itself back upslope toward the west. However, this density gradient alone is insufficient
to explain the dryline's retreat velocity. As thermals from surface insolation diminish, the
cessation of mixing reduces the westerly component of wind in the dry air PBL, allowing
moist air to advect westward from the southeasterly winds east of the dryline. The
dryline's retreat may be further enhanced by the strong winds of the nocturnal low-level
jet (Conder 2005) and usually proceeds until it reaches a longitude where surface
elevation equals the level of the top of the moist air mass (Stull 2000).

10
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Misocyclones
One feature thought to influence CI along boundaries is the misocyclone. As
defined by Fujita (1981), misocyclones are vertical vorticity maxima with diameters
between 40 and 4000 m located along mesoscale boundaries. Misocyclones have been
observed on an assortment of boundaries ranging from thunderstorm outflows (e.g.
Mueller and Carbone 1987; Kessinger et al. 1988; Weckwerth and Wakimoto 1992;
Roberts and Wilson 1995) and cold fronts (e.g. Carbone 1982; Wilson 1986; Arnott et al.
2006) to sea breeze fronts (Atkins et al. 1995; Kingsmill 1995), the Denver Convergence
Line (Wilson et al. 1992), and drylines (e.g. Buban et al. 2007; Marquis et al. 2007). The
variability of environments in which misocyclones have been observed makes
misocyclones a challenging subject to truly understand.
Being that misocyclones are vertical vorticity maxima, misocyclone development
may best be understood by considering the vorticity tendency equation:
Δζ
Δζ
Δζ
Δζ
Δfc
Δw
= −u
− v
− w
− v
+ fc
Δt
Δx
Δy
Δz
Δy
Δz
+ ζ

Δw
Δu Δw
Δv Δw
𝑀
+
−
− Cd ζ .
Δz
Δz Δy
Δz Δx
zi

Above, u,v,w represent the wind component in the x,y,z dimensions respectively, ζ
denotes vertical vorticity, fc the Coriolis parameter, and Cd the drag coefficient. On the
right hand side of the equation, the first two terms represent horizontal advection of
vorticity while the third term is vertical advection, and fourth and fifth terms the beta
effect and stretching related to earth's rotation, the sixth term vertical stretching of the
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misocyclone, the next two terms are tilting of horizontal vorticity into the vertical
direction, and the last term is the effect of turbulence drag. Due to the scale of
misocyclones, the terms related to earth's rotation are neglected, and because the drag
term is of little interest with regards to general misocyclone evolution, and that
insufficient data in this study disallows the analysis of drag's effects, this term will be
ignored even though drag has been modeled to be an important source of vorticity (Lee
and Wilhelmson 1997). Thus, misocyclones evolution can be mathematically described
as the three-dimensional advection of vorticity—including the merging of misocyclones,
stretching, and the tilting of pre-existing vortex lines:
Δζ
Δζ
Δζ
Δζ
Δw
Δu Δw
Δv Δw
𝑀
= −u
− v
− w
+ ζ
+
−
− Cd ζ .
Δt
Δx
Δy
Δz
Δz
Δz Δy
Δz Δx
zi
Vortex lines in any orientation can move in three dimensions, resulting in the advection
and tilting terms; stretching at a given height and pressure results from the conservation
of matter assuming incompressible mass continuity
Δu
Δv
Δw
+
+
= 0.
Δx
Δy
Δz
Stretching a vortex increases its vorticity. If a segment of a vortex rises faster than the
segment below it, conservation of matter in an incompressible fluid requires horizontal
convergence to help recover the lost matter. This shrinks the vortex diameter. The
conservation of angular momentum then increases the rate of rotation, thereby increasing
vorticity.
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Several studies have modeled misocyclones and CI (e.g. Crook et al. 1991;
Wilson et al. 1992). For a detailed theoretical framework of a misocyclone's evolution,
consider two modeling studies. First, Lee and Wilhelmson (1997) studied misocyclones
along dry outflow boundaries using 100-m horizontal resolution three-dimensional
numerical simulations. The dry conditions simplified the study to better understand the
effect of shear and density differences. They varied surface friction, vertical, and
horizontal shear. Initial settings included a density current propagating into an ambient
wind field. At first, lobe and cleft structures along the front suggested that gravitational
Helmholtz instabilities were quickly realized. However, soon after, this structure soon
dissipated and a vortex sheet formed, followed by the emergence of periodic vertical
vorticity maxima. The authors interpreted this evolution as the Helmholtz structure being
suppressed but significant in producing perturbations to realize instability from horizontal
shear. With increased shear, they found stronger vertical vorticity maxima. In this
environment, the tilting and stretching terms of the vorticity equation have similar
magnitudes, but tilting is located on the periphery of misocyclones while stretching is
more centrally located. They generalize the evolution of vertical vorticity as follows:
1. Vortex sheet roll up. The initial vortex sheet from horizontal shear along the
outflow boundary rapidly concentrates vertical vorticity into periodic maxima.
The exponential misocyclone growth is predicted by linear shear theory and
followed by nonlinear growth following the formation of peak vorticity centers
(misocyclones).
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2. Subharmonic interaction. Misocyclones pair and interact. More dominant
misocyclones elongate weaker neighbors.
3. Consolidation. Misocyclones either coalesce or an extrusion event occurs after
reshaping misocyclones - that is, a dominant misocyclone absorbs vorticity from a
weaker neighbor.
4. Dissipation. Misocyclone structure becomes occluded with vortices encircled by
negatively buoyant air.

Even surface friction was shown to be important to maintain misocyclones by
generating low-level horizontal vorticity which could be subsequently tilted vertically on
the edge of misocyclones. Additionally, dynamic downdrafts are observed within the
center of mature misocyclones. After the initial perturbations to the boundary by the lobe
and cleft structure, the importance of the density difference is unclear. The density
difference across the outflow boundary may only be significant in the initial perturbation
to the boundary aiding in realizing horizontal shear instabilities, as well as important in
dissipation by encompassing misocyclones with negatively buoyant air.
Buban et al. (2012) modeled the dryline using 150-m horizontal grid spacing and
conditions from a well-studied International H2O Project (IHOP) dryline case, 22 May
2002, and likewise resolved misocyclones along the boundary, similar to those observed
on that day. From this study, misocyclones evolved in the following manner:
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1. Initial Growth Phase. Misocyclones grow due primarily to positive stretching of
vorticity along and east (in the moist air) of the updraft and misocyclone core. To
the west of the core, vorticity tendency is negative due to tilting.
2. Rapid Growth Phase. Convergence and vertical motion increase which intensify
stretching of vertical vorticity. Strong vertical advection of vertical vorticity also
occurs and despite strong negative tilting to the west of the core, misocyclones
increase in strength and diameter to mature.
3. Decay Phase. A central downdraft forms within the misocyclone limiting growth
and causing decay from within. Negative stretching compresses the misocyclone
and downward tilting of horizontal vorticity erodes the misocyclone.

Similar to the misocyclone simulation on an outflow boundary, Buban et al.
(2012) observe with a mature misocyclone the formation of a downdraft and the
seclusion of the misocyclone as it wraps itself in the denser air - in this case, the moist
air. Both studies see rapid growth due to stretching and a central downdraft in a mature
misocyclone. Furthermore, in both studies as the misocyclone matures, peripheral
rotation wraps the heavier air around the misocyclone before the misocyclone dissipates.
In Lee and Wilhelmson's study with a greater density differential between the two air
masses, more tilting of ambient horizontal vorticity is present to feed the misocyclone.
There also may be more ambient baroclinic horizontal vorticity available for tilting, at the
outflow boundary.
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HCR-Boundary Interaction / Theory of Misocyclogenesis, Cloud
Formation, and CI
However, if present, HCRs may be a significant source of horizontal vorticity
available for tilting and misocyclogenesis or misocyclone amplification. In fact, Buban
et al. in an earlier study (2007) theorize HCR vortex tubes intersecting the dryline can be
tilted to form misocyclones (Fig. 5) and Arnott et al. (2006) observe that secondary PBL
reflectivity structures intersecting a cold front can be coincident with misocyclones and
enhanced vertical velocity. Numerous studies have observed clouds that develop
preferentially near the intersection of boundaries and HCRs (e.g. Wilson et al. 1992;
Wakimoto and Atkins 1994; Atkins et al. 1995, Atkins et al. 1998) which seems to
indirectly support this hypothesis, though the mechanism itself has yet to be confirmed.

Figure 5. Buban et al.’s model (2007) for the lifting, tilting, and stretching of vortex rolls at the interface of a
dryline shows how rolls may produce vertical vorticity maxima and distortions along the dryline. The thin
dotted black line represents the moist air mass, and rolls A-D represent a time series of the intersection event.
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Misocyclone Characteristics
Among different field projects such as the Central Oklahoma Profiler Studies
project (COPS), Convection and Precipitation/Electrification project (CaPE) (Gray 1991),
and IHOP (Weckwerth et al. 2004), many studies have observed misocyclones along
boundaries such as the dryline. Most studies agree that misocyclones vary in size,
consolidate, and are associated with elevated levels of convergence on the periphery.
Larger misocyclones relative to the size of the boundary inflect the reflectivity and
convergence fields of a boundary significantly while smaller misocyclones have a lesser
effect. Mergers can be especially efficient in distorting and inflecting the boundary,
depending on the orientation of the axis of merging relative to the boundary. Marquis et
al. (2007) summarize many of these observations in their conceptual figure (Fig. 6).
Structurally, most misocyclones have a quasi-circular shape and tend to have vertical
vorticity intensity decreasing with height. Anticyclonic misocyclones have been
observed but typically are weaker and rarely persist more than a couple minutes (Marquis
et al. 2007). Marquis et al. (2007) observe linear and cellular PBL reflectivity structures
intersecting the dryline, occasionally containing vorticity maxima which are absorbed
into dryline misocyclones. These intersection points locally enhance convergence and
misocyclones are observed to intensify near these intersections, regardless of form of the
intersecting PBL structure. To the author's knowledge, the genesis of misocyclones has
scarcely been observed, which makes it difficult to confirm or reject modeled theories of
misocyclogenesis, such as Lee and Wilhelmson's simulated vortex sheet rollup (1997).
17
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Increased levels of along-boundary shear and convergence are both well correlated with
misocyclone intensity. Simulations have shown that misocyclones can enhance
likelihood of CI (Lee et al. 2000) and while numerous studies confirm that CI
disproportionally occurs along boundaries near misocyclones (Weckworth and Wakimoto
1992; Wilson et al. 1992; Richardson et al 2003; Arnott et al. 2006; Murphey et al. 2006),
some, in contrast, have shown no association between misocyclones and CI (Kingsmill
1995; Friedrich et al. 2005). Misocyclones also have been known to be stretched into
non-supercell tornadoes (NSTs) (Wakimoto and Wilson 1989).

Figure 6. Dryline model shown with misocyclones, streamlines, and the relative positions of enhanced
convergence (Marquis et al. 2007). Misocyclones at A positions are small compared to width of mesoscale
convergence, at B, large relative to mesoscale convergence, and at C, comparable width to the mesoscale
convergence boundary. Positions D and E indicate merging misocyclones.
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Horizontal Shear Instability as Sources of Vertical Vorticity
In contrast to the hypothesis that tilting of horizontal vorticity generates
misocyclones, others theorize that horizontal shear may instead be responsible.
Kingsmill (1995) shows that along a Florida gust front Helmholtz instability results in a
periodic updraft pattern along the boundary, though he also links CI to HCRs off the gust
front. Weckworth and Wakimoto (1992) had similar findings. Furthermore, simulations
by Lee and Wilhelmson (1997) show periodic vorticity maxima along a front with
misocyclone intensity directly proportional to the level of horizontal shear. Marquis et al.
(2007) also show that misocyclone intensity is correlated to horizontal shear along the
dryline. There is mounting evidence that horizontal shear may in fact be an important
factor in some cases.
In addition to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, other fluid parallel-flow instabilities
have been studied, but scarcely applied to atmospheric fluid dynamics. Lord Rayleigh
(1880) discovered that there must exist an inflection point in the boundary flow profile,
i.e.
V’’ = 0
where V is the velocity component of the fluid in the along-boundary direction within the
boundary zone. In 1950, Ragnar FjØrtoft derived a stronger criterion for instability (e.g.,
Fig. 7) comparing the along-boundary component of the velocity at the Rayleigh
inflection point with the along-boundary velocity of any other point across the boundary.
For an instability to exist, then,
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V’’(V-Vi) < 0
where V is the along-boundary component of the wind at any position across the
boundary, and Vi is the along-boundary component of the wind at the inflection point.
There are now multiple criteria to be considered when analyzing if horizontal shear may
be resulting in misocyclogenesis.

Figure 7. Streamlines along two different horizontal shear boundaries. Though both have an inflection point in
the cross-boundary profile, (a) is stable according to FjØrtoft's criteria while (b) is possibly unstable.

Past observational and theoretical studies present a growing body of evidence that
features such as HCRs intersecting the dryline, misocyclones, upward vertical motion,
and cloud development may be closely related. To address these suppositions, this thesis
will use high-resolution radar and satellite data to test three primary objectives: (1)
quasi-linear reflectivity structures (QLRS) arising from HCRs or other mechanisms,
when intersecting with the dryline (QLRS-D), can result in misocyclone development, (2)
horizontal shear instability at a dryline can provide a mechanism for misocyclone
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development, and (3) individual cumulus clouds are associated with specific observable
structural features in the dryline, such as QLRS-Ds and individual misocyclones.
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CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Target Dryline Characteristics
The dryline frequently forms in west and central Texas and spans much of the
southern to central Great Plains, frequently extending into Kansas, Colorado and
Nebraska. Several criteria then are necessary to make decisions on whether or not, and
where, to conduct an observational study with mobile radars. The first of which is
location.
In this study, we target drylines occurring within a 120-km radius of Lubbock,
TX. This actually lies favorably with some of the best landscape in the world for
studying drylines, as Texas Tech University is located in Lubbock on the Llano Estacado
on the Caprock in West Texas. The Llano Estacado, translated from Spanish as the
"staked plains,” is a regional geological formation of high plains situated on a cap rock of
caliche, a hard sedimentary calcium carbonate rock. The Caprock abruptly separates the
rolling plains and hills of Central Texas from the high plains of the Llano Estacado,
which historically never had trees and has been settled primarily for agricultural
purposes. Even today, few shelter belts of trees exist, and only a minimal number of
small communities lie between the larger towns of Lubbock, Amarillo, and MidlandOdessa. Both Amarillo and Midland-Odessa are about 200 km away from Lubbock.
Within the target region most fields are plowed for growing cotton, as Lubbock is
the epicenter of one of the largest cotton growing regions in the world. While generally
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flat, the landscape does have a few depressions which during wet years seasonally fill
with water, known as playa lakes. The few trees that do grow and are mostly limited to
sheltering individual homes. A scattered, sparse network of paved roads exists in this
region, which is a limiting factor, and dirt roads commonly bisect fields between paved
roads. Though generally hard packed dirt is able to support mobile radars, the narrow
size and occasional existence of sand combined with the high deterioration of road
quality under wet conditions eliminates these dirt roads from deployment locations. The
fact that most ground is highly free from clutter by topography, vegetation, and manmade structures makes the Llano Estacado an ideal location for low-level PBL studies.
The biggest sources of ground clutter are power line networks typically lining roads,
small oil pumpjacks (depending on location), farmhouses, and grain elevators. The
power lines, however, are useful in aligning radar data precisely for dual-Doppler wind
synthesis.
In contrast, the eastern edge of the Caprock has an escarpment filled with hills,
mesas, canyons, and increasing vegetation of mostly shrubs and short mesquite trees,
with open rangeland further east. Even fewer roads exist here, and where roads do exist,
there is little clearance between the road and thick woody vegetation, making deploying
radars more difficult.
The escarpment's elevation discontinuity affects surface layer kinematics altering
the dynamics of mixing. Air flowing off the Caprock suddenly has its surface roughness
reduced or eliminated, while air below the Caprock flowing horizontally towards it
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redirects either longitudinally or vertically. Therefore, crosswinds at the escarpment
induce secondary circulations that superimpose upon other mixing dynamics, making
dryline kinematics at the escarpment more complex. The escarpment itself physically
impedes horizontal mixing where the earth, as opposed to air, is lateral to the air below
the escarpment. The earthen boundary acts as a retaining wall, inhibiting westward
advection of moisture from the Gulf of Mexico, deepening the moist air below the
escarpment, and increasing the time required to mix out the moist air. Furthermore,
surface roughness is greater below the escarpment than atop the Caprock, and
consequently, the translation velocity of the air boundary drops. Therefore, this
topographical feature adds complexity not only to the thermodynamics and kinematics of
the dryline, but also creates logistical challenges to collecting data of the more complex
boundary, and therefore deploying in this region is avoided to the extent possible.

Dryline Detection and Deployment Prediction Tools
The dryline is poorly understood and predicted due to the numerous factors
governing its structure and motion. Sometimes models seem to pick up on
frontogenetical conditions which may enhance the sharpening of the dryline boundary,
but often the dryline fails to sharpen even when forecasted to do so. Additionally, the
dryline may only sharpen in certain locations, or a multi-step boundary may exist in place
of a single thin line boundary, which numerical models generally fail to predict. The
dryline may not sharpen until after predicted and won't advance as far as indicated, or
contrarily, may overshoot its forecasted location. The dryline also at times advances in
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leaps, "jumping" as opposed to advancing as a typical front. The dryline may sharpen
and weaken in different locations along its length and also laterally when it has a multiple
boundary structure. Because of these factors, many tools are frequently monitored while
planning and deploying field crews.
Even though forecasting the strength and location of a dryline can be a difficult
task for scientists, numerical models can be useful in determining the general likelihood
of dryline activity over a region over the next several days. In this study, for extended
outlooks, the Global Forecast System (GFS) model was used until the North American
Mesoscale Model (NAM) was within forecast range. The NAM was then used up until
the day before the potential deployment, and forecast trending provided the ability to put
the field crew on standby for the following day. Then, when available, the Rapid Update
Cycle model (RUC) was discussed along with real-time West Texas Mesonet (WTM)
data to make a deployment decision, and field crews on standby were given a "down" or
"go" call for the day. While on standby, dryline conditions were regularly monitored and
field crews were prepared for deployment.
The GFS is a global model run by the National Weather Service (NWS) up to
sixteen days out. New forecasts are issued every six hours and are the lowest resolution
of any of the models used in this study with 27-km horizontal resolution for the first eight
forecast days. As previously mentioned, the details of the dryline are poorly resolved,
but the GFS is useful in providing the synoptic and mesoscale outlook for seven to ten
days. The NAM is a Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) model run by the National
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Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). It also runs every six hours and produces
forecasts for seven days with a finer 12-km horizontal spatial resolution. The RUC is a
model that assimilates Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) weather data and
runs forecasts hourly. It is designed for nowcasting and is the highest resolution model
run by NCEP, providing forecasts for the next eighteen hours. Since this study it has
been replaced by the Rapid Refresh, a WRF model that takes boundary conditions from
the GFS.
To determine whether to make a "down" or "go" call, the aforementioned models
were used predict whether the dryline would have a good chance of sharpening, and if so,
its approximate location. Frequently, however, the dryline's path failed to follow the
diurnal progression predicted by even the best models assimilating data, such as the
RUC. Also, early in the day while monitoring conditions, the most salient kinematic
discontinuity commonly did not collocate with the strongest moisture gradient observed
by the WTM.
Early in the day before the dryline sharpens, the diffuse dryline can be best
detected by means of surface observations. In this study, the WTM is an important tool
for real time observations, with data taken every five minutes. The WTM is a collection
of stations stretching from nearly as far south as the Big Bend region in Texas, west into
New Mexico, to the northern Texas Panhandle, with the highest concentration of stations
centered around Lubbock. Data from the mesonet, including hourly plots (Fig. 8), are
available online from the mesonet website hosted by Texas Tech. This source of data is
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particularly useful to locate both the moisture gradient and confluence associated with
drylines.

Figure 8. Example of a contoured isodrosotherm plot of a weak dryline over West Texas. Station models are
primarily surface observation from WTM sites.
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As the day progresses, the dryline sharpens up, and the convergence zone
becomes more prominent. But before mid-day, identifying the location of the developing
dryline is complicated by the oft-noted separation between the moisture gradient
(affected by surface moisture, heating, and ABL advection) and the zone of confluence
(affected by vertical mixing as well as the lee trough). The confluence of winds at the
position of the kinematic boundary increases the density of Rayleigh scatterers - mostly
insects - making it more sensitive to radar than the moisture gradient. However, a small
but significant density gradient between the moist and dry air increases Bragg scattering
(Wilson et al. 1994) along the humidity boundary at low frequencies such as the S-band
employed by operational radars. Together, power returned to a radar increases, and a thin
line begins to emerge, usually in the afternoon as the moisture and kinematic gradients
better align. At this point, the thin line is tracked on the NWS Weather Surveillance
Radar 1988-Doppler (WSR-88D) radars.
In this experiment the two high frequency Texas Tech Ka-band Doppler radars
(TTUKa, Table 1) are used in coordination to observe dryline misocyclone evolution.
These instruments are optimal for finescale observations of clear air atmospheric features
due to the narrow beamwidth, short pulse length, and high duty cycle. Low elevation
angles of about 1o typically are employed to exploit the ability to see near the surface
without significant impact from ground clutter. Three zero degree PPI scans are also
taken to provide a map of ground to later align data from the two radars.
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Table 1. Properties of the TTUKa Radars.

Transmitter Frequency

34.860 GHz

Signal Wavelength

8.6 mm

Transmit Power

200 W peak, 100 W average

Transmitter Type

Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA)

Duty Cycle*

up to 50%

Antenna Type

Cassegrain feed, epoxy reflector

Antenna Gain*

52 dB

Antenna Beamwidth*

0.33o

Polarization

Linear (horizontal)

Waveguide

WR-28, pressurized

Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF)

up to 20 kHz

Gate Spacing*

9-15 m

Receiver

MDS: -125 dBm (est.)

IF Frequency

60 MHz

Moments

Reflectivity, radial velocity, spectrum width

* Indicates a property that is an upgrade since 2012 field campaign.

Deployment Strategy
The dryline often only sharpens and the kinematic and moisture boundaries
converge in mid to late afternoon when the daily advancing slows and ceases. If the
dryline was deemed likely to sharpen within the target range, the two TTUKas deployed
as soon as a fineline formed on a WSR-88D, usually KLBB at the Preston Smith
International Airport in Lubbock. The WSR-88D was continually monitored while en
route to the target location and crews watched the skies for a line of cumulus clouds
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associated with the dryline. Once a TTUKa was positioned within the expected dryline
location, a survey scan was taken to locate reflectivity structures indicative of a dryline.
Then, when the location and motion of the dryline were determined, deployment
locations were targeted using an atlas and visual inspection of the area.
The TTUKas were then positioned in the moist air with a baseline parallel to the
dryline placing the dryline in the western dual lobe, as in Fig. 9. The baseline length is
between 4-7 km to balance the desire for high resolution data with the need to have a
domain large enough to collect a meaningful population of misocyclones. The reasons
for the described position are twofold. First, reflectivity tends to be greater in the moist
air than the dry air, so placing the radars in the moist air enhances the quality of data.
Secondly, if the dryline is still advancing, the eastern dual lobe may remain available for
observation providing the option for the radars to either remain stationary and allow the
dryline to pass into the other dual lobe, or reposition for further observation. Generally,
the former option is preferred over the latter in order to maximize data collection time. If
the dryline appears it may stall over the baseline or if returned power is too low in the dry
PBL behind the dryline, the radars are repositioned.
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Figure 9. Typical deployment strategy with a north-south baseline of several kilometers parallel to the dryline
and situated in the moist air mass. The enclosed region represents a dual-Doppler area where wind vectors and
derivative fields can be calculated.

Radar Data
Data Quality Assurance and Objective Analysis
The raw universal format (UF) radar data are first translated into Doppler Radar
Data Exchange (DORADE) sweep files using the SOLO xltrs translator. Known time
errors were corrected using DORADE Radar Editing Algorithms, Detection, Extraction,
and Retrieval (DREADER), a C-based software package originally developed by Curtis
Alexander. Both SOLO and DREADER are software that read DORADE data and are
commonly used for radar data editing. Then, in UniData's Integrated Data Viewer (IDV),
data from zero degree elevation scans were overlaid atop county road map shape files.
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UniData is a member of the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR)
Community Programs, and IDV is ideal for comparing a variety of remote sensing data
including the data formats of Level II WSR-88D, DORADE, satellite, and shape files.
By comparing ground clutter from zero degree scans, all radar data were rotated such that
true north was aligned to the +y direction. To do this, ground clutter in the reflectivity
fields of radar data were compared to known locations of ground clutter, from buildings,
towers, oil pumpjacks, and most commonly, power lines oriented along roads.
Subjectively minimizing the discrepancy between clutter and its associated known
location for as many known clutter points as possible, a least-squares type of regression
produces an estimated angular accuracy between one half and one quarter of data angular
resolution (Ziegler 2010). With 0.5o half-power beam width on the TTUKas and up to
one third oversampling, angular resolution is as low as 0.33o (Ziegler 2010), and thus, the
estimated azimuthal accuracy is between 0.08o and 0.17o.
Next, in order to ensure integrity of data used, all radar data were required to
exceed a minimum reflectivity of -31.5 dBZ and signal quality of 0.17. These thresholds
were applied in DREADER and/or SOLO. SOLO was finally used to manually remove
any remaining areas of ground clutter based on reduced radial velocity and increased
reflectivity at static positions across a time series of radar sweeps.
Then, data were processed with Observation Processing And Wind Synthesis
(OPAWS), a radar data analysis suite produced by David Dowell, Lou Wicker, and Curtis
Alexander at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA). In accordance
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with the recommendation of Majcen et al. (2008), who recommend two passes of Barnes
analyses for first order derivative fields, and using OPAWS, a two pass Barnes objective
analysis scheme was applied to produce regularly gridded data. In this scheme, the
weighting function, w, was
𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦) = exp (

−𝑥 2 −𝑦 2
)
κ

where x and y are distances in the horizontal Cartesian coordinates between the data point
and grid point. κ is a smoothing parameter consistent with the suggestion of Pauley and
Wu (1990):
κ = (1.33Δd)2
where Δd is the greatest data spacing within the region of interest of irregularly spaced
data. Grid spacing, Δg, for the analysis is in line with the recommendations of Koch et
al. (1983):
Δd
Δd
≤ Δg ≤
.
3
2
A convergence parameter = 0.4 was chosen for analysis to balance the need for noise
reduction in derivative fields and the desire to keep short-wavelength features. A Python
script in combination with OPAWS then synthesized the regularly gridded data from each
of the two radars into netCDF files containing u and v wind components as well as
differentiated quantities including convergence, - D:
−D = −

Δv
Δu
−
,
Δ𝑦
Δ𝑥

and vertical vorticity, ζ:
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ζ =

Δv
Δu
−
.
Δ𝑥
Δ𝑦

To ensure a quality analysis, the time disparity between sweeps from the two radars was
limited to ten seconds for synthesis into dual-Doppler data.
Horizontal Shear Instability
To determine the role of FjØrtoft instability, misocyclones from each case were
screened for events of increasing intensity while propagating along a linear segment of
the dryline, whilst remaining isolated from other misocyclones, dryline bulges, and other
influences outside the dryline convergence zone. Using the following procedure, FjØrtoft
instability was calculated at a point ahead of the advancing misocyclone, and then again
at the same position after the misocyclone had passed. This method effectively assesses
whether the amplifying misocyclone may be responsible for relieving horizontal shear
instability along the dryline in the misocyclone's wake. All misocyclones were treated
similarly, regardless of whether the event occurred on the dryline or a QLRS. For each
misocyclone identified, the following procedure was employed:
1. The along-boundary horizontal wind profile is taken transecting the misocyclone's
path at the onset of the event ~100 m ahead of the misocyclone (Fig. 10a). This is
a location assumed to be unaffected by the misocyclone yet in range of the
misocyclone's propagation over the next two minutes while it is amplifying.
Initial vorticity of the misocyclone is recorded for the calculation of Δζ.
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2. An inflection point in the wind profile laterally within ~300 m is selected for
instability analysis (Fig. 10b). If multiple inflection points exist, the inflection
point associated with the greatest change in the first derivative with respect to
cross-boundary distance wind profile is chosen.
3. The largest (negative) magnitude in FjØrtoft instability from either side of the
inflection point determines the instability at that point along the dryline.
4. After the misocyclone advances entirely beyond the analysis point (~120 s), the
vorticity of the misocyclone is recorded for comparison to the original vertical
vorticity, and the instability is again measured at the point in the wake of the
misocyclone.

To process data and compute the FjØrtoft instability, the first dual-Doppler
synthesis of the event was read into a Python program (Fig. 10a). A coordinate
transformation rotated data to produce new x' and y' coordinates such that the
misocyclone's path was now traveling in the positive y' direction. Because gridpoints
were aligned obliquely to the dryline, a natural neighbor interpolation produced new
gridpoints regularly spaced in the x' and y' dimensions perpendicular and parallel to the
dryline. Gridpoint spacing was also halved to more smoothly show changes in the wind
profile and produce more realistic values in the differentiated wind data.
Coordinate-transformed data and the cross-boundary y' component wind profile
were then plotted to determine the location of any inflections in the wind profile, where
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Rayleigh's criterion is met. At the inflection point, the y' component wind was taken for
use in the FjØrtoft instability calculation across the boundary. Next, the FjØrtoft
instability profile was plotted and the minimum value along the profile within the
primary wind shift of the boundary (e.g., -350 < x' < 250 in Fig. 10c) was taken as the
instability of the dryline at that position along the dryline. This method was then
repeated at the same y' position with the second dual-Doppler synthesis for stability
analysis of the misocyclone's wake.
If observations reveal that the dryline is frequently more stable in an intensifying
misocyclone's wake, then a one-tailed matched pair t-test is applied to test for
significance of results. In this test, the null hypothesis states that observed differences
between stability ahead of the misocyclone and stability in its wake lie within a normal
distribution. The alternative hypothesis states that observed differences likely occur for
reasons other than chance.
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Figure 10. Vorticity contour plot (a) after rotation into boundary-relative coordinate system. Vertical line
represents the local trajectory of the misocyclone to which data were rotated to. Wind vectors are plotted in the
area that was reanalyzed, and the horizontal line (near the misocyclone) depicts the location of the crossboundary wind profile used in analysis (b, c). In (b) the y' component wind profile (blue) across this line and its
derivative with respect to x' (green) is plotted. In (c) the second derivative, or Rayleigh criteria (blue), and the
FjØrtoft instability using the y' wind component at the inflection point denoted by the vertical line in (b) and (c)
(green), are plotted for the boundary at the location of the horizontal line. Negative values of FjØrtoft instability
are unstable, and the minimum in the FjØrtoft instability profile (along the main wind shift defined boundary) is
defined as the instability at this point along the dryline. The red arrows denote the peak instability (c) used in
the analysis and the location (a) of this instability.

Satellite – Radar Data Comparison
At 1928 UTC on 30 April 2012, or about four minutes after coordinated radar
observations began, the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (NPP) satellite passed
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over the dryline. Unfortunately, no satellite data with a resolution at or exceeding 1 km
were available for the 19 May 2012 dryline case.
Data at 375-m resolution from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite
(VIIRS) instrument were obtained in order to compare cloud positions with the position
of significant features detected using the TTUKa radars. The reflective 600-680 nm
visible band was used in this analysis. Satellite data were then overlaid atop of radar data
using a flat-Earth projection. Due to the small domain size, error in this projection
method remains well below the scale of the features being compared.
Radar vorticity and reflectivity data were reanalyzed to resolutions just coarse
enough to sufficiently suppress shorter wavelength features and better resolve features on
scales comparable to the satellite data. Vorticity data were reanalyzed using 312-m grid
spacing while reflectivity were reanalyzed to 100-m grid spacing. Furthermore,
reflectivity between the two radars was averaged to suppress noise in each radar.
Furthermore, the possibility of reducing the crossing angle was considered if any clouds
were found on the fringe of the dual-Doppler lobe.
Supposing an average cloud parcel had to travel 1 km at a velocity of 3 m s-1 up to
the LCL before condensing, it would take an air parcel more than 5 minutes to ascend to
produce the observed condensation. Therefore, the earliest available radar data, being 4
minutes before the satellite passage, were used for this satellite-radar data comparison.
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Misocyclogenesis at QLRS-Ds
Hypotheses suggest that enhanced vertical motion occurs where the dryline
intersects a QLRS. This vertical motion can stretch any vertical vorticity present and
may result in the formation of new misocyclones. To test this theory, a count of
misocyclone inceptions at QLRS-Ds were compared to inception rates at quiescent
regions of the dryline.
Because reflectivity discriminates QLRSs, reflectivity magnitude and structure
motion were used to identify QLRSs. Reflectivity structures within QLRSs had to be
advancing along the QLRS towards the dryline (rather than parallel or anti-parallel to the
dryline) and the dryline must have been in a simple form. For instance, intersections
where the dryline was visibly rotating in the reflectivity field, was inflecting, or was
significantly wider at the intersection than elsewhere along the dryline were not used.
Selected QLRS-D regions were on the scale of 1000 m or more in diameter.
To contrast these regions to the quiescent dryline, control regions of the dryline
were likewise identified and observed. Regions where the dryline was simple in structure
and linear in form were identified by a nearly 1000-m segment of the dryline, a
comparable along-dryline length to identified QLRS-D regions, as in Fig. 11. These
quiescent, or “null,” dryline regions were identified with boxes in order to include the
entire cross-section of the dryline up to 1500 m, while QLRS-D regions were rounded to
best isolate the 2-dimensional intersection area of the QLRS with the dryline.
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Figure 11. Example of a reflectivity plot used to identify QLRS-D (circle) and quiescent (box) dryline regions
for misocyclogenesis analysis.

To avoid the inclusion of high frequency fluctuations in vorticity in the analysis,
misocyclones were required to exist in at least 75 % of radar sweeps over 60 s to be
included. The peak vorticity was used to locate each misocyclone within or outside the
identified regions. Misocyclones originating within 150 m of another misocyclone were
considered misocyclone splits rather than the formation of new vortices, and were
consequently excluded from this aspect of the study.
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The number of misocyclones formed at each location type over the total
observation can be well-characterized by Poisson distributions, which frequently model a
number of events over a unit quantity such as time or area. From the mean rate of events
in two distributions, hypothesis testing can be achieved by applying the C-test
(Przyborowski and Wilenski 1940) or by the more exact and powerful E-test
(Krishnamoorthy and Thomson 2004). The one-sided E-test as described by
Krishnamoorthy and Thomson (2004) is applied in this study because the C-test
compares conditional bionomial distributions whereas the E-test is appropriate for
unconditional Poisson distributions. StatCalc, software developed by Krishanmoorthy,
was used for the calculation of the p-value in this numerically intensive statistical
analysis.

QLRS-D Amplification
Enhanced vertical motion at QLRS-Ds may also stretch and amplify pre-existing
dryline misocyclones. To test this hypothesis, the change in intensity of misocyclones,
Δζ, upon crossing a QLRS-D region is compared to the change of vorticity of
misocyclones crossing control dryline regions. The same regions used for the
misocyclogenesis analysis are selected for this test. Specifically, Δζ is calculated by
subtracting the amplitude of a misocyclone the frame before entering the region from the
amplitude the misocyclone in the first frame after exiting the region. Finally, the E-test is
then applied to test for statistical significance.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS / CASE STUDIES
30 April 2012 Dryline
Overview of Deployment and Dryline Environment
On 30 April 2012, two TTUKa radars intercepted an early developing dryline. A
lee trough over Colorado (Fig. 12) enhanced a strong dryline which had already begun to
sharpen into a fineline on the KLBB WSR-88D by 1830 UTC (Fig. 13). By 1925 UTC
the two TTUKa radars were deployed and began collecting data just south and west of
Levelland, TX. Local conditions obtained from the NCEP North American Regional
Reanalysis (NARR) featured moderate CAPE (~1600 J kg-1) and CIN (~100 J kg-1) with
the environment rapidly changing towards the east over the moist PBL where CAPE
values soared towards 2400 J kg-1 and CIN diminished rapidly. By 2035 UTC deep moist
convection initiated, eventually evolving into supercells, both about 100 km north and
south of the observation domain. Visible satellite imagery (Fig. 14) shows a line of
cumuli along the dryline bulge near the time that observations began, and field crews
observed clouds increasing in size and number during the course of the deployment.
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Figure 12. Surface analysis plot for 1800 UTC on 30 April 2012 shows synoptic conditions during the
development of the dryline.

Figure 13. At 1930 UTC on 30 April 2012, a WSR-88D in Lubbock, TX shows the presence of a strong
boundary across the western SGP. Orientation of the dryline here is northwest to southeast because only a
segment of a large bulge can be seen from this radar. The thick white circle denotes region of observation.
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Figure 14. Satellite imagery at 1928 UTC shows a line of cumuli paralleling the thinline in Fig. 13. The green
box indicates the 10x10 km observation domain, while two red dots along the north and east edges mark the
positions of the TTUKa radars, with a 4 km baseline.

The dryline progressed from a northwest-southeast orientation to nearly a westeast orientation over the course of observation (Fig. 15) as a large-scale bulge in the
dryline translated across the domain. As measured from the TTUKa radars, sustained 9
m s-1 wind from 110o in the moist air and 220o in the dry air typified the local conditions
across the dryline, giving 110o of shear across the dryline within the dual-Doppler
domain. At 1925 UTC dual-Doppler observations commenced for a seventy-minute
period. Power returned to the radar was considerably greater on the moist-air side of the
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dryline throughout the period of observation, perhaps due to a shallower boundary layer
increasing the density of scatterers. At times, power returned on the dry air side was
insufficient for dual-Doppler analysis in select areas. By the time observations ceased at
2035 UTC, the dryline segment under observation had advanced northward nearly 5 km.
Initially, this dryline was neatly oriented in a linear fashion with many
misocyclones spaced less than 1 km apart along a narrow band of enhanced reflectivity 1
km wide (Fig. 15a). Most of the misocyclones were aligned on the western edge of the
reflectivity boundary. Misocyclones distorted the boundary in the misocyclone’s wake,
producing small notches in reflectivity up to a couple hundred meters deep into the moist
air. Where two misocyclones were adjacent to each other, these notches became
amplified, inflecting the dryline up to 1 km. Linear features in the dry air were present
and intersected the dryline at near-normal angles.
Within a few minutes a weak ancillary boundary about 5-km long, parallel to the
dryline, and perpendicular to and extending through two QLRSs advanced toward and
converged with the dryline. This preceded, at 1940 UTC, the dry-air transition into opencellular PBL structure initially with cells 4-km in diameter (Fig. 15b) that quickly
reduced in size to 2-km in diameter (Fig. 16). The open-cellular structure was short-lived
before disorganized quasi-linear structure reappears around 1950 UTC. During the
structural transition from QLRS to cellular and back to QLRS forms, QLRSs modulate
dryline form from linear to significant inflections 2.5 km deep and 4 km across (Fig.
15c).
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Figure 15. Progression of the dryline over the course of the 30 April deployment. Reflectivity (dBZ) is shaded
while vertical vorticity is contoured beginning at 0.06 s-1 and incremented every 2.5 x 10-2 s-1.
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Figure 16. Moist air mass with significant reflectivity, while dry air has lower power returned to radar.
Enhanced reflectivity areas in dry air show hexagonal open-cellular convective thermals advancing toward
dryline. Misocyclones are denoted with contoured ζ.

After the open cells devolved into quasilinear forms, the dry air is characterized
by not just QLRSs, but also larger swaths of reflectivity flowing into the dryline (Figs
15c,f). These structures sometimes contained more pronounced linear features that can
have misocyclones. Additionally, the dryline’s structure became much more complex;
many kinks formed, the dryline seemed to fold over itself, and significant inflections up
to 4 km deep took shape (Fig. 15d). The width of the enhanced reflectivity boundary
associated with the dryline also increased. In the areas of the dryline with complex
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structure, time-continuous reflectivity structures are observed to move in any direction
and even split apart. Between 2012 and 2018 UTC radar observed the western half of the
dryline fold, thicken, and with the influx of a QLRS the southern portion of the boundary,
travel upstream while the northern portion of the complex continued its downstream
flow. This feature was 4-5 km in diameter and contained several misocyclones
continually evolving and rotating cyclonically before the structure broke apart while
moving out of the domain (Fig. 15c-d). The last 15 minutes of observation featured
similar but less extreme structural evolution as the dryline continued advancing
northward while containing some inflections, and was characterized by a reflectivity band
1-2 km wide with some disorganized but generally linear structures flowing through the
dry air towards the dryline (Fig. 15e-f). During the whole deployment, the moist air had
moderate levels of reflectivity with structural features with less distinguishable features
and limited misocyclone activity.
Throughout the deployment dry air structures frequently intersected the dryline,
and the dryline was observed to inflect significantly on the scale of 1-4 km before
collapsing back into less complex, thinner and straighter boundary forms. These
inflections themselves generate a sub-misocyclone scale vorticity (e.g., Fig. 21).
Sometimes, rotation observed in the reflectivity field associated with the most significant
inflections or largest complexes would retain rotation after collapsing. Generally, the
evolution of the dryline into complex forms was associated with the presence of
misocyclones and QLRS-Ds, while reversion into simpler forms followed the passage of
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such complex structural occurrences when the misocyclones or QLRSs and QLRS-Ds
weakened. Vorticity present at QLRS-Ds was even observed to rotate and twist an
intersecting QLRS at the dryline (Fig. 17).

Figure 17. Radial velocity (a, c) and reflectivity (b, d) of dryline (solid line) and a series of QLRSs (dashed lines).
Over a 7-minute period, rotation of the easternmost QLRS-D twists its QLRS at the dryline.
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Vertical Vorticity Trends
Misocyclones were present from the onset of observation and lasted the duration
of the deployment. Misoanticyclones were observed less frequently than positive
vorticity cores, and generally were shorter lived. The most prominent and longest-lived
misoanticyclone was coupled to a severe inflection in the dryline when a strong dry air
"jet" penetrated the moist air adjacent to a severe dryline inflection complex near a
QLRS-D (Fig. 18). This complex had its own rotation and soon developed a multi-vortex
structure (Fig. 22).

Figure 18. Radial velocity (a) and dBZ (b) of a complex rotating dryline structure (the big circle) and its effect
on the boundary. Misocyclones as defined here by time-continuous or translating velocity couplets are encircled
with arrows showing the direction of motion. Antimisocyclones are encircled by a dashed line. The solid line
following enhanced reflectivity denotes the position of the dryline while the straight dashed line locates a QLRS.
Reflectivity shows that the large misocyclone is in fact a severely inflected segment of the dryline that is rotating.
Adjacent to this, an influx of dry air parallel to the QLRS penetrates and distorts the dryline. On the east side
of this jet, at the QLRS-D, and antimisocyclone is present.
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Dual-Doppler analyses show the existence of misocyclones anchored directly to
QLRS-Ds (e.g., 1931, 2008 UTC). To the author's knowledge, this has never before been
observed. At other times, no misocyclones are present at these intersection points (e.g.,
1947 UTC). Another novel observation is the amplification of vorticity along QLRS-Ds,
scarcely noted in literature (e.g., Marquis et al. 2007). At 1948 UTC, a misocyclone
propagated up the dryline, crossed a QLRS-D, and nearly doubled its vorticity (Fig. 19).
It retained its increased vorticity until reaching the edge of the domain ten minutes later.

Figure 19. Translation and amplification of a misocyclone across a QLRS-D between 1948 and 1951 UTC (a-f).
Reflectivity (dBZ) is shaded while vertical vorticity is contoured every 0.025 s-1 between 0.06 s-1 and 0.21 s-1. The
dryline's position is approximated by a solid line while the dashed line locates the QLRS (a).

Another observation scarcely documented in previous studies (e.g., Marquis et al.
2007) is misocyclones along a QLRS (Fig. 20), kilometers off the mesoscale boundary
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(i.e., the dryline). These QLRS misocyclones were on the same intensity scale as dryline
misocyclones, though the most intense misocyclones of the day were observed along the
dryline. In multiple cases misocyclones are observed to propagate along dry air QLRSs
northeastward towards the dryline, even making a sharp left turn once reaching the
dryline (Fig. 21), and continuing to propagate northwestward up the dryline similarly to
any other dryline misocyclone. Misocyclones off the dryline were also observed within
the moist PBL, but to a considerably lesser extent in diameter, intensity, and quantity
than in the dry air.

Figure 20. Several misocyclones appear in series along a QLRS, including the misocyclone at the QLRS-D
which remained fixed at the QLRS-D for several minutes before observations ceased. Reflectivity (dBZ) is
shaded while vertical vorticity is contoured beginning at 0.06 s-1 and incremented every 2.5 x 10-2 s-1.
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Figure 21. Over several minutes, a large misocyclone ([0, 0] in a) propagates up a QLRS from the southwest
corner of the image (a-c) to the dryline where it redirects to a northwest motion (c-e) while tracking the dryline.
At this QLRS-D a strong misocyclone ([0, 1.5] in b) moves eastward (b-d) and rotates cyclonically around the
first misocyclone before weakening, redirecting northward, and merging with another dryline misocyclone (d-e).
Vertical vorticity is contoured while reflectivity is shaded.

The dryline had a highly complex structure. Reflectivity fields frequently
indicated inflections on the scale of 1-4 km, occasionally in series at periodic intervals
(Fig. 22). These inflections enhanced when a QLRS intersected these portions of the
dryline. Significant inflections entirely folded over themselves before collapsing back
into the dryline downstream of the original inflection point. In this process, pockets of
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low-reflectivity associated with dry air were pinched off and flushed forward through the
more reflective regions and along the dryline while simultaneously highly reflective
structures along the dryline, associated with moist air, were swept relatively upstream,
effectively mixing both lower and higher reflectivity regions. This effect, when lesser
reflective areas moved more than the more highly reflective regions, accounted for one
mode of dryline propagation. Essentially, reflectivity structures along these inflections
rotated cyclonically with sub-misocyclone intensity vertical vorticity. Less resolute
analyses would likely have better characterized these phenomena, but this study
focused—in part due to the limited dual-Doppler domain size—on the finescale vorticity
maxima cores found to be commonly around 200 m in diameter. These larger inflection
spinups up to and exceeding 4-km in diameter (e.g., Figs. 18, 22, 22) should also be
considered misocyclones, though vertical vorticity did not always meet the arbitrary
threshold of 0.06 s-1 used in this study, and diameters exceeded the traditional 4-km
maximum size for classification as a misocyclone.
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Figure 22. Single-Doppler reflectivity of the dryline on 30 April. Time series shows the process of the dryline
inflecting (a-f). A larger rotation core is produced near the center of each frame where the dryline inflects and
is enhanced by the QLRS-D.
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Figure 23. Initially a strong misocyclone exists amidst the complex reflectivity structure (a) in the location
around (2.5, 7.5). Then (b) the misocyclone collapses into a lower level vorticity state where several peaks in
vorticity just reach the vorticity contour threshold. Soon, however, vorticity in this area consolidates into three
distinct vortices (c, d) before dual-Doppler data collection was interrupted. Complex structure such as this had
to be left out of quantitative analyses, but it is interesting to watch rotation and evolution within the reflectivity
field itself. Lesser resolute data would likely have produced a single wider but less intense misocyclone. In a
second area of the domain (6.0, 4.3), this time series also exhibits the of amplification and anchoring of
misocyclones to QLRS-Ds. In (a) there exists some misocyclone activity. Throughout this time period one
observes two QLRSs intersecting the dryline at the same point. As this happens, a single misocyclone becomes
dominant and amplifies, but remains collocated with the QLRS-D (b, c). By (d) misocyclone activity becomes
significant enough to begin distorting the dryline shape and appears to be creating the beginning of a
spindle/spoke complex where the QLRS-D misocyclone twists the QLRSs. Lastly, this time series also shows
that misocyclones on QLRSs can be as intense as those present on the dryline. Note the misocyclone at (1.5, 5.5)
in (a) advance toward the massive QLRS-D complex in the upper-left quadrant of the images. Reflectivity
(dBZ) is shaded while vertical vorticity is contoured beginning at 0.06 s-1 and incremented every 2.5 x 10-2 s-1.
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Misocyclones were observed to pass each other, sometimes with one or more
misocyclones actually moving ground-relative upstream against the typical direction of
propagation (Fig. 23). Often two misocyclones coalesced when meeting each other.
Typically when misocyclones were not observed to coalesce, either one misocyclone was
relatively short lived after the interaction, or the two propagated out of the domain before
each’s fate could be determined. Sometimes, however, interacting misocyclones rather
than directly coalescing, consolidated in more of an extrusion event (Lee and Wilhelmson
1997) whereby one—usually the stronger vortex—adsorbed vorticity from the other and
increased in diameter and sometimes intensity.
In general, misocyclones did interact as has been commonly studied in the past
with fluid vortex interaction (e.g. Helmholtz 1867; Kirchoff 1876), with two (or more)
vortices rotating around a central point as described by Fujiwhara (1931). In one distinct
instance, within a 4-km diameter QLRS-D and dryline inflection complex, an intense
misocyclone formed (Fig. 23a), broke apart into numerous weak misocyclones (Fig. 23b),
then consolidated back into one large weak area of vorticity (not shown). Next, it again
split into three individual misocyclones which continued rotating around a central axis
and interacting, pulsating in intensity, at times possibly exchanging vorticity via
extrusion-type events (Fig. 23c-d). Reflectivity structures on the dryline and a nearby
QLRS circulated cyclonically around this core complex. Unfortunately observations of
this event were limited to only a few minutes before exiting the dual-Doppler lobe.
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Figure 24. Radial velocity (a, c, e) and reflectivity (b, d, f) of different misocyclones. Reflectivity bands are
observed spiraling outward from the misocyclone cores. Reflectivity is strongest near the edges of the
misocyclones, and a core (denoted by arrow) is observed to have a reflectivity minimum.
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Larger singular misocyclones as well as mergers did appear to distort reflectivitydefined dryline and QLRS structures, and holes in reflectivity were collocated with
misocyclone cores (Fig. 24). Convergence tended to be enhanced along both the dryline
and QLRSs, with maxima in offset from the cores of misocyclones (e.g., Fig. 25),
sometimes in couplets.
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Figure 25. Time series of misocyclone activity at a QLRS-D during the 30 April case. Reflectivity exceeding -21
dBZ and convergence exceeding 5x10-3 s-1 are used to position the dryline (bound by solid lines) and QLRSs
(bound by dashed lines). Convergence is enhanced along the fringes of misocyclones (e.g., misocyclone AC in dk). Most notably, this figure shows misocyclones forming as the QLRS-D convergence line moves through a
location (e.g., misocyclones A, C, E). These newly formed misocyclones sometimes are short-lived and weaken
or die after the higher-convergence region passes though the misocyclone (e.g., misocyclone D), while sometimes
the misocyclones remain (e.g., misocyclone AC).
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Vertical Dryline and Misocyclone Structure
Three minutes of RHI scans from the moist air were taken looking West
beginning at 2000 UTC. These scans, after transecting the dryline, observed a QLRS,
and then a complex cyclonically rotating dryline structure near a QLRS-D (Fig. 26). PPI
scans from before and after the RHI scans indicate numerous misocyclones—including
an anti-misocyclone—rapidly evolving in the vicinity of the RHI scans. However, no
PPI scans were taken during the RHI observations. For this reason it is difficult to track
individual misocyclones across the line-of-sight of the RHI scans.

Figure 26. PPI scan of dryline near the time of RHI scans. The dotted line indicates the line-of-sight of the RHI,
the solid line locates the dryline, the dashed line represents the complex feature within the dryline where the
dryline appears to have split and is rotating cyclonically, and the dashed-dot line positions a QLRS.

Structurally, the moist PBL depth ranged from 350 to 800 m deep while the dry
PBL and residual dry layer above the moist air extended up to 2000 m above ground level
(AGL) where power returned to radar diminished (Fig. 27). Radar scatterers associated
with moist air mixed vertically throughout the depth of the dry residual layer. The slope
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of the interface between the two air masses ranged from 40o to 90o from the ground tilting
toward the moist air. The QLRS was observed up to 2500 m AGL, oriented variably
between vertical and 20o from vertical tilting with ambient radial velocity towards the
radar.

Figure 27. Radial velocity (a) and dBZ (b) looking through a small dryline bulge. Warm colors in velocity show
moist air, while inbound cool colors show the westerly wind. The moist PBL is shown clearly in the eastern
portion of the domain, while the western portion shows high reflectivity from the dryline but much horizontal
mixing and broad cyclonic rotation with smaller velocity couplets within. Vertical mixing is evident throughout
the residual layer above the moist air. The QLRS is only readily identified by reflectivity, though in later RHI
scans a velocity gradient across the QLRS is present, indicating some convergence is present.

Within these and other RHI scans, structures were observed that are consistent
with misocyclones. For example, in Fig. 27 on the western of the two interfaces between
the dry and moist air, leading near the ground and following with height, a strong
outbound radial velocity is observed followed by a strong inbound velocity (Fig. 28).
This leading of outbound velocities near the ground indicates a northward tilt with height.
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Concurrently with this 14 m s-1 change in wind, a significant decrease in reflectivity
occurs.
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Figure 28. Radial velocity (a,c,e,g,i,k,m,o,q,s) and reflectivity (b,d,f,h,j,l,n,p,r,t) of a structure with the
appearance of a misocyclone. Dashed line denotes its axis. Initially, particularly closer to the ground, strong
inbound wind associated with high reflectivity exists and is followed by the passage of strong outbound winds
which bring about less power returned to radar. Tilt out of the page with height explains the gradient of
velocity with height. A second misocyclone appears to follow (o-t) after the first.
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More RHI scans were taken from 2015 to 2020 UTC. Dual-Doppler analysis
recorded a misocyclone with a vertical vorticity of 0.085 s-1 three minutes prior to
crossing the line-of-sight of RHI scans at a range of 4.5 km. This time one radar
continued PPI scanning during RHI observations and tracked the misocyclone’s
weakening radial velocity couplet across the RHI observation (Fig. 29). As the
misocyclone entered the RHI scan path with locally enhanced outbound velocity, it had
little tilt. However, the misocyclone’s one-dimensional tilt is toward the radar
(northward) as it further weakens and passes across the RHI domain (Figs. 30-31). Depth
of the vortex appears comparable to that of the moist PBL, though vertical structure was
slightly deeper than the moist PBL while the misocyclone was initially more intense and
more erect.
Both the apparent misocyclones show northward tilt, explainable by the mixing of
southwesterly and southeasterly momentum within the vortex. This discovery also
supports the hypothesis that upward motion is enhanced in misocyclones. As air parcels
enter the misocyclone they advect upward. The longer they remain in the misocyclone,
the more mixed the air becomes, mixing both momentum from the dry and moist air
resulting in a net momentum toward the north giving individual air parcels and the
misocyclone as a whole a northward tilt with height.
Throughout the RHI scans, multi-dimensional vorticity is abundant at all
interfaces of the moist air with drier air. Vorticity indicated by radial velocity couplets,
and often accompanied by differences in reflectivity, are frequently observed in the
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distant complex dryline segment as well as the nearer QLRS. The dimensions and scales
associated with these vortex lines varied immensely, just as is observed in the dualDoppler analysis. Velocity couplets are observed down to the lowest scales resolvable.
In short, all scales of multi-dimensional orientations of vorticity are observed.
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Figure 29. Radial velocity of the path of a weakening misocyclone (circled) crossing the line-of-sight of RHI
scans (lines).
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Figure 30. Radial velocity of the moist PBL and a misocyclone at the dryline boundary with dry air. As the
misocyclone advances its tilt increases at the boundary. Circulations or mixing in the residual layer above the
moist air for a moment even appear in line and continuous with this misocyclone (c).
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Figure 31. Reflectivity of the misocyclone passage across RHI scans at 2019 UTC.
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Quasi-Linear Reflectivity Structure – Dryline Intersections (QLRS-Ds)
Reflectivity analysis yielded 11 null, or quiescent, dryline regions consisting
194.4 km2 in 162 radar sweeps totaling, using a rate of 15 s per sweep, 2430 s of
observation. The 13 QLRS-D regions covered 340.4 km2 in 297 frames over 4455 s of
observation. Eight misocyclones formed within the null regions which resulted in the
genesis of 11.9 misocyclones per hour (Table 2). In contrast, 34 misocyclones formed at
QLRS-Ds at a rate of 27.5 misocyclones per hour (Table 3).
Table 2. Quiescent Dryline Misocyclogenesis.

Region Center
Point* (X, Y)

Beginning
(UTC)

End
(UTC)

Observations
(radar sweeps)

Analysis
Area (km2)

Misocyclones
Formed

(3.8, 3.6)

19:25:24

19:31:38

19

22.8

0

(6.7, 2.0)

19:25:24

19:31:08

17

20.4

1

(6.0, 2.4)

19:31:23

19:33:26

9

10.8

0

(3.3, 4.5)

19:34:57

19:41:03

24

28.8

1

(6.8, 2.5)

19:35:58

19:38:59

12

14.4

1

(5.4, 4.2)

19:42:19

19:44:53

11

13.2

1

(4.4, 5.9)

19:47:10

19:49:43

11

13.2

0

(2.7, 6.7)

19:49:58

19:53:31

14

16.8

1

(3.5, 6.0)

19:55:34

19:58:52

13

15.6

1

(4.4, 5.0)

20:11:37

20:16:11

18

21.6

1

(6.2, 8.0)

20:31:43

20:35:16

14

16.8

1

*Region floats and is subject to drift as the dryline moves.
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Table 3. QLRS-D Misocyclogenesis.

Initial QLRS-D
Position* (X, Y)

Beginning
(UTC)

End
(UTC)

Observations
(radar sweeps)

Analysis
Area (km2)

Misocyclones
Formed

(5.0, 2.5)

19:25:24

19:40:33

52

66.9

5

(1.4, 5.2)

19:35:28

19:37:29

9

9.4

1

(4.3, 4.8)

19:42:19

19:44:53

11

8.5

1

(3.6, 5.6)

19:44:37

19:58:52

54

59.0

7

(2.6, 7.4)

19:57:05

19:58:52

7

12.3

0

(4.2, 6.2)

20:09:35

20:15:26

23

23.1

2

(5.6, 4.4)

20:13:23

20:16:11

12

10.8

3

(8.0, 4.1)

20:14:40

20:16:11

7

7.8

0

(4.7, 6.5)

20:21:32

20:34:46

51

83.3

10

(6.8, 5.6)

20:21:32

20:27:54

26

27.8

2

(8.3, 5.0)

20:21:32

20:24:21

12

7.1

1

(4.6, 7.5)

20:25:52

20:31:12

22

11.9

1

(5.0, 8.5)

20:32:44

20:35:32

11

12.4

1

*Region floats and is subject to drift as the dryline moves.

The observed formation of misocyclones in the null and QLRS-D regions were
normalized by total area of observation and by the time or number of frames each of the
two types of regions were observed. The results (Table 4) from both methods of
normalization were similar; at the 95% confidence level, it is safe to reject the null
hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis that misocyclogenesis is enhanced at
QLRS-Ds for physical reasons not due to chance.
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Table 4. QLRS-D Misocyclogenesis Statistics.

8 misocyclones

Quiescent events
Quiescent area

194.4 km2

Quiescent time

2430 s

QLRS-D events

34 misocyclones

QLRS-D area

340 km2

QLRS-D time

4455 s

parea

0.0102

ptime

0.0147

Unfortunately no misocyclones were traceable across the control regions and only
two misocyclones passed through the QLRS-Ds so the amplification analysis could not
be performed. However, qualitative analysis suggests that amplification of misocyclones
does occur at QLRS-Ds. For example, in one instance over the course of two minutes a
misocyclone crossed a QLRS-D in an isolated region of the dryline and doubled its
vertical vorticity (Fig. 20). In another instance, a misocyclone quickly forms within the
QLRS-D before amplifying and propagating away (Fig. 25). Another unique observation
is that misocyclones may remain anchored to the QLRS-D for an extended period of time
before either propagating away or dissipating within the QLRS-D (1928-1936, 20122016, 2024-2029, 2028-2035 UTC). For one such time (1928-1936 UTC), a misocyclone
at a QLRS-D merges with another, splits, and then merges again while remaining fixed to
the QLRS-D. At the same time, two other misocyclones opposite of each other pass the
aforementioned misocyclone cyclonically at a distance of 500 m to either side. The
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misocyclone that propagates upstream around the QLRS-D misocyclone is short lived
(four minutes) and dissipates by the time it travels across the breadth of the QLRS-D.
Satellite-Radar Comparison
As shown in satellite data in Fig. 31, there exists one cloud ([-3.5,-5.5]) wholly
within the dual-Doppler region and two clouds ([-2,-8], [-9,-7]) on the edge of the dual
lobe. To better compare radar-observed features to clouds on the edge of the domain, the
minimum crossing angle for acceptable dual-Doppler analysis was expanded to 20o.
Inspection of the contoured vorticity field confirmed the existence of a regularly shaped
misocyclone with intensity comparable to other observed misocyclones, which gave
credence to the validity of the analysis in the fringe region.
Notably, the centrally located cloud is above the moist air mass, within 2 km of,
and in line with a prominent QLRS and its intersection with the dryline. The two clouds
near on the edge of the dual Doppler domain are not similarly positioned relative to
QLRSs, but are both located to the west of QLRS-Ds and directly south of strong vertical
vorticity maxima.
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Figure 32. Reflectivity combined from both radars (shaded) with misocyclones contoured in thin solid (black)
lines in 0.0075 s-1 increments beginning at 0.012 s-1. Clouds are outlined in thick solid (blue) lines. Radar data is
1925 UTC while satellite is 1928 UTC.

The small domain size and two-dimensional nature of data limit the ability to
determine the mechanisms for the formation of these clouds. Furthermore, it is
unfortunate that the state of each cloud in its lifecycle is unknown. One explanation for
the difference in location between the central and two fringe clouds is that the moist air
cloud was the oldest one and had advected off the dryline while the other two are only in
the development stage.
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19 May 2012 Dryline
Overview and Environment
On 19 May 2012 low pressure over the central and northeastern Great Plains drew
air northward from the Gulf of Mexico and in from New Mexico, tightening a preexisting dryline. With high pressure advancing a continental polar air mass into the SGP,
a triple point formed from the intersection of the dryline and cold front boundaries in the
northeastern Texas Panhandle, and moved past the Shamrock, TX area through the
afternoon hours (Fig. 33). By 2100 UTC a thin line developed on the KLBB WSR-88D
as the dryline slowed its eastward progression before stalling. Small cumulus clouds
were minimal but did exist over this region of the dryline at the onset of observation
before quickly dissipating entirely—with the exception of cumulus congestus clouds
along the dryline on the distant northern horizon. The cumuli that did exist rarely
remained for more than a few minutes. The NARR indicated local CIN was high (~300 J
kg-1) while CAPE was moderately low (~1000 J kg-1) over the region. Outside this
region of study by early evening when the dryline began retreating, CI did occur in
western Oklahoma where CAPE was higher. Dryline storms also initiated in excess of
150 km away from the observation domain in south central West Texas.
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Figure 33. 2100 UTC surface analysis plot of synoptic conditions during the 19 May dryline.

Throughout the deployment TTUKa radars recorded sustained 11 m s-1 winds
from 215o in the dry air and from 180o on the east side of the dryline yielding 35o of
directional wind shear across the dryline within the dual-Doppler domain. Before the
dryline sharpened a series of periodic linear features was present on the WSR-88D,
aligned with the mean southeasterly winds east of the domain but extending well west of
the dryline maintaining the same orientation—perpendicular to the dry air wind (Fig.
34a). However, these features devolved into an irregular form and were dissipating
during the time of TTUKa observations (Fig. 34b). These periodic WSR-88D QLRS-Ds
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were not clearly observed by the TTUKas likely due to a combination of the diffusivity
of the dryline and the degradation of the QLRSs over the course of the afternoon.

Figure 34. WSR-88D image of the lower Texas Panhandle before deployment (a) showing periodic boundaries
crossing the dryline and during the deployment (b) when ancillary boundaries became irregular. The white
circle denotes approximate location of TTUKa observation, and the dryline is the thicker thin line transecting
the observation region in a NNE to SSW orientation.
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Figure 35. Location of dryline on 19 May. Red balloon denote location of each TTUKa, while yellow
thumbtacks denote WTM sites (Google Earth).

Radar crews set up with a 7-km baseline north of Matador, TX (Fig. 35) and
collected dual-Doppler data between 2222 UTC and 0041 UTC. Initially the dryline
appeared well-defined north to south with misocyclones and numerous notches (Fig.
36a). Lesser boundaries propagated through the moist air mass from south to north, and
from northwest to southeast a portion of these boundaries composed an enhanced
reflectivity structure containing misocyclones. Reflectivity up to 1 km across visibly
rotated around the misocyclones. Where this enhanced reflectivity region intersected the
dryline, the highest reflectivity was observed within the domain, as well as a
concentration of misocyclones. Here the reflectivity field about 2 km across rotated
cyclonically as it advanced northward before exiting the domain at 2237 UTC.
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Figure 36. Dryline evolution during the 19 May deployment. Reflectivity (dBZ) is shaded and vertical vorticity
is contoured in 0.015 s-1 increments beginning at 0.045 s-1.
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Figure 37. A ‘surge’ in reflectivity propagating from south to north along the dryline containing several small
misocyclones moving quasi-parallel to the dryline. Reflectivity (dBZ) is shaded and vertical vorticity is
contoured in 0.015 s-1 increments beginning at 0.045 s-1.

Then, 5 km behind it, a second similar complex where a series of bands
converged and multiple misocyclones rotated around a central point, followed (Fig. 36b).
This second complex tied together a length of a double dryline 1-2 km apart and about 6
km in length, though the double dryline converged back into a single structure with a
small portion of extending toward the southeast in the form of a QLRS. No misocyclones
were observed between the second alpha complex and a third one nearly 10 km behind
the second. In this third complex, the dryline again had split for several kilometers and
nearly 2 km apart, and then across the entire width of the domain, a series of weak
boundaries appeared oriented north-to-south, most of which were enhanced for 4-5 km in
length before abruptly ending such that a whole surge in reflectivity advanced from south
to north across the domain (Figs. 36c). This surge was in the middle of the domain at
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2301 UTC. On the south and more pronounced end of these numerous boundaries, or
reflectivity surge, lied several small misocyclones at the same latitude propagating in
parallel toward the north (Fig. 37).
By 2315 this surge moved fully through the domain and the dryline again was
oriented as a single linear boundary with the exception of a weak secondary boundary 6
km to the east. Roughly 5 km beyond the surge that had just passed, the dryline formed a
staircase pattern with three 90 degree angles 4-5 km apart. At the end of this the dryline
took on a multiple boundary form again with multiple small and short-lived misocyclones
moving nearly in parallel.
Following this, by 2335 UTC the dryline sharpened on the western edge of the
domain and a secondary boundary took form on the eastern edge nearly 15 km away.
Between these were still weaker boundaries. At this time minimal misocyclone activity
was present until the dryline advanced back eastward, partially due to a misocyclone
advancing north-northeast from the southwest edge of the domain. This misocyclone
advanced low-reflectivity air eastward in its wake, sharpening and highly inflecting the
dryline on the scale of hundreds of meters as the misocyclone advanced (Fig. 36f). At
times, this feature formed two or more vorticity maxima circulating each other rather than
a single vorticity maximum. This passed through the domain by 0010 UTC.
Upstream of this misocyclone by 4 km the dryline split. The split was highly
reflective in dBZ and was surrounded by countless weak boundaries oriented parallel to
the dryline, particularly along the eastern dryline. Another 2 km upstream of the fork on
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the western dryline there was a single misocyclone before that boundary nearly entirely
dissipated. As the fork advanced out of the dual-Doppler domain at 0021 UTC, a
misocyclone did form at the fork (Fig. 36g). Most of the domain remained covered in
diffuse scattered boundaries without misocyclones, with the most salient of the weak
boundaries slowly moving off the western edge of the domain as observations ceased at
0041 UTC (Fig. 36h).
Vertical Dryline and Misocyclone Structure
Shortly before 2300 UTC, RHI scans taken from the southern of the two TTUKa
radars and directed towards the northwest observed the dryline and a misocyclone (Fig.
38). Dual-Doppler analysis recorded its vertical vorticity to be 0.075 s-1 one minute prior
to RHI scans, though it was weakening as it progressed up the dryline and across the RHI
line-of-sight. The radial velocity (Fig. 39) and reflectivity (Fig. 40) show the
misocyclone standing vertically in the line-of-sight. Initial observations show inbound
wind above outbound, but as time progresses the inbound wind advances downward
toward the ground. This would suggest a northeasterly tilt with height, which was
approximately in line with the dryline at that point in time. The misocyclone is the most
highly reflective element in both the PPI and RHI scans, though the dryline itself is less
well defined on this day. Vertical structure in reflectivity shows multiple boundaries
(i.e., dryline or QLRSs) evolving with time.
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Figure 38. Radial Velocity (a) and reflectivity (b) of misocyclone with an intensity of 0.075 s-1 (circled) before it
translates across the line-of-sight of RHI scans.

Figure 39. Radial velocity from RHI scans bisecting misocyclone (a) and of misocyclone as it exits RHI line-ofsight. Misocyclone is tilted out of the page with height, and axis is demarked by a dashed line.
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Figure 40. Reflectivity from RHI scans bisecting misocyclone (a) and of misocyclone as it exits RHI line-of-sight.
Misocyclone is tilted out of the page with height, and axis is demarked by a dashed line.

Case Analysis
Much like the 30 April case, at times power returned to the radars west of the
dryline was too low for dual-Doppler analysis. However, it is doubtful that misocyclones
would have been observed in these areas given that misocyclones tend to be observed in
areas of enhanced reflectivity, such as on the dryline or other QLRSs. In contrast to the
30 April case, the radar depiction of the dryline convergence zone was much broader—
sometimes having a single prominent reflectivity boundary, and other times only having
scattered marginally enhanced reflectivity bands above the background. Rather than a
single sharp dryline with clearly defined QLRSs intersecting it, two or even three quasiparallel reflectivity structures gave the appearance of a double or triple dryline (Fig. 41).
At one point misocyclones were even observed to exist simultaneously across the entire
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span of the dual-Doppler domain nearly 16 km apart, with the eastern misocyclone
propagating due northward and the westerly misocyclone moving less than 25o east of
due north (Fig. 41).

Figure 41. Misocyclones spaced 16 km apart propagating in a slightly converging yet quasi-parallel trajectory
along a diffuse dryline on 19 May 2012. Note the several reflectivity bands stretching 10+ km across.
Reflectivity (dBZ) is shaded and vertical vorticity is contoured in 0.015 s-1 increments beginning at 0.045 s-1.

Misocyclones were observed off the principal dryline, similar to the 30 April case.
Though QLRSs and their intersections with the primary dryline were less distinct on 19
May, misocyclones apart from the primary dryline tended to propagate within enhanced
reflectivity structures toward and along the center of the mesoscale convergence line. On
both days, misocyclone motion tended to align with the ambient wind and along a line of
enhanced convergence. Throughout the deployment numerous reflectivity bands were
observed running semi-parallel to and with lower intensity than the primary dryline, as
well as occasional bands obliquely aligned to the mean wind and principal dryline. These
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bands were less prominent features than the QLRSs in the 30 April case—which were
aligned with the ambient wind. Because of the difficulty isolating the intersection of any
cross-dryline boundaries with the dryline from the rest of the dryline, it was impossible to
analyze QLRS-D intersections from this case as was done with the 30 April dryline
event. At times these cross-dryline enhanced reflectivity structures did contain
misocyclones laterally in series propagating nearly parallel to the principal dryline (Fig.
37), though still approximately in line with the ambient wind.
Structurally the dryline continually evolved in strength and position throughout
the deployment, at times with a clear single zone of confluence and reflectivity, while at
other times, the boundary was less distinct, consisting of multiple thin reflectivity bands
across the domain. This variable sharpening and weakening of reflectivity structures
could be a finescale observation of discrete dryline propagation, such as is discussed by
Hane et al. (1993) and Weiss et al. (2006), or a property of less sharp drylines.
These smaller reflectivity bands did at times converge with the primary dryline or
other lesser bands. In fact, the majority of the larger misocyclones observed on this day
occurred when one or more reflectivity bands converged (Fig. 42). These misocyclones
appeared to tie the bands together leaving bands extending outward from the cyclonically
rotating convergence point (Fig. 42b-c). This core sometimes was composed of multiple
vortices circumnavigating in a Fujiwhara manner (Fig. 42b-d), sometimes coalescing.
This pattern resembled the dryline spinups and QLRS-D complexes in the 30 April case.
Generally, the stronger misocyclones also were associated with the convergence of
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stronger reflectivity bands. As observed in past studies, misocyclones at times inflected
the boundary around it. Likewise, misocyclones were observed to sharpen an otherwise
diffuse boundary and even advance the less reflective dry air mass eastward in its wake,
providing one mechanism for the local advancing of the dryline.

Figure 42. Time series of the convergence of three misocyclones during the 19 May case. As the misocyclones
converge the rotation core sharpens in the reflectivity field (shaded), becomes more defined, and pulls the
multiple reflectivity bands together as the dryline contorts around the core. The three misocyclones remain
distinct as they propagate out of the domain. Reflectivity (dBZ) is shaded and vertical vorticity is contoured in
0.015 s-1 increments beginning at 0.045 s-1.

Qualitatively the dryline's initial retreat from its easternmost position did not
appear structurally similar to lobe and cleft features of a density current. Rather, the
dryline on this day retained a meandering appearance complete with discrete ancillary
boundaries still varying in position and intensity. Slowly the dryline made its way west
beginning in the south end of the domain as moist side air advected northward displacing
the primary dryline to the west. A slowing of vertical mixing of westerly momentum as
sunset approached may explain the appearance of the early stages of dryline retreat.
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Overall, the 19 May dryline was more diffuse and had considerably fewer
misocyclones observed than the 30 April case, perhaps due to weaker wind and less
directional boundary layer horizontal wind shear. In fact, convergence along the dryline
commonly ranged between 0.05 and 0.1 s-1 on 30 April while on 19 May convergence
was half that. At times the comparatively larger domain was altogether clear of
meaningful misocyclones.

Horizontal Shear Instability
From the 30 April case, 12 misocyclones met analysis criteria; 8 misocyclones on
19 May met these criteria. Table 5 breaks down results from this study; on 30 April,
stability remained on average unchanged before and after an amplifying misocyclone
passed across a point, and half the time the boundary was less stable than before the
misocyclone passage. In contrast, on 19 May, the boundary became twice as stable and
three out of four misocyclone passages resulted in a stabilized wake. Statistical methods
show that, for this day, there exists a significant difference in boundary stability before
and after a misocyclones intensifies. However, this significance is not consistent across
the two dryline cases.
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Table 5. FjØrtoft Instability Analysis.

30 April

19 May

12

8

Average
Initial Instability* x10-4 m-1s-1

-1.503

-2.250

Average Final Instability* x10-4 m-1s-1

-1.500

-1.117

Average Delta Instability* x10-4 m-1s-1

-0.003

-1.133

Average Amplification s-1

0.030

0.025

50

75

t

0.005

-2.384

p

0.489

0.0243

Number of Misocyclones

% Stabilized

*A more negative value is more unstable.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
Importance of QLRS-Ds
QLRS-Ds are among the most important of all dryline features for the
intensification of misovortices. Similar to Marquis et al. (2007), convergence and
misocyclone amplification are observed at QLRS-Ds. Limited data show that clouds are
loosely associated with QLRS-Ds, and statistics show QLRS-Ds are favored locations for
misocyclogenesis. While the dryline itself is a generally favored location for vertical
motion, QLRSs appear to be as well (Fig. 25). Enhanced vertical accelerations suggested
by local convergence fields at the intersection of QLRSs with the dryline, just as at triple
points, provide the stretching necessary to generate and amplify vertical vorticity into
misocyclones.

Horizontal Shear Instability
A significance test on the FjØrtoft instability analysis indicates that the 19 May
case supports the hypothesis that horizontal shear instability is associated with
misocyclone amplification along the dryline. However, a significance test on 30 April
data fails to generalize this conclusion. It is possible that horizontal shear instability was
in fact of little consequence in the 30 April case.
Conversely, shear instability may have played a role in misocyclone
intensification, but the effect was masked altogether by complexities in the boundary not
found in the 19 May case. For example, an elevated concentration of misocyclones on
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the 30 April dryline could enhance local distortions in the wind field along the boundary,
making the inherent boundary instability difficult to accurately measure. It is also
possible that instability along the dryline recovered more quickly in the wake of a
misocyclone passage on 30 April due to greater horizontal shear.
Another explanation for the difference in findings between the two cases may be
that alternative misocyclone growth mechanisms, such as stretching or tilting of
horizontal vorticity at the boundary, played a greater role in misocyclone amplification
on 30 April. It is plausible that this effect was present, but misocyclone numbers
growing due to this mechanism were diluted by alternative mechanisms. For example,
the author suspects that growing misocyclones propagating through QLRS-Ds should
have been excluded from the population of misocyclones studied for horizontal shear
instability. However, insufficient data existed to justify excluding these misocyclones
from the populations studied.
In recap, this study provides some evidence that horizontal shear instability can
drive misocyclone growth, as the 19 May dryline demonstrates. The caveat remains that
the effect was not significant in both cases. Thus, these results warrant further study to
better generalize conclusions. Specifically, it remains unclear whether shear instability is
frequently a factor in misocyclone growth, and, under what conditions this effect
becomes significant.
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Cloud Locations and Vorticity
Due to the small sample size of clouds, it is difficult to draw conclusions
associating clouds to individual dryline structures in this study. Nevertheless, clouds do
appear to be associated with meaningful dryline structures, particularly QLRS-Ds and
stronger circulations (misocyclones) within the boundary. In regard to this study, the two
clouds near misocyclones may have been younger in age and formed when significant
vorticity along the dryline produced vertical motion, but the misocyclones and dryline
itself had separated from the location of the clouds. The cloud over the moist air may
have been later in its lifecycle and possibly formed in association with enhanced vertical
vorticity and velocity present at the QLRS-D. The limited observations of this study are
consistent with the hypothesis that clouds can be associated with significant dryline
features, though the author recommends future studies compare cloud locations to
misocyclones and other dryline features.

Vertical Structure of the Dryline
RHI scans taken during both cases show the structure of the dryline. On 30 April,
the dryline appeared as a sharper boundary with a well-defined moist air mass and dry air
mass. The dryline varied between tilted and vertical, and had a range of scales of
cyclonic mixing at the boundary. Structurally, the 19 May dryline appeared more similar
to the QLRS observed on 30 April, with no single prominent boundary present in both
reflectivity and with wind shear in radial velocity. Rather, multiple boundaries existed.
Nevertheless, a misocyclone was also observed. In both cases, misocyclones enhanced
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reflectivity and varied between standing erect, and tilted either towards and over the
moist PBL, or tilted with an average between winds from both air masses. Usually,
reflectivity suggested the height of the misocyclone to be at least as high as the moist
PBL. Vorticity of various scales and dimensions comparable to those observed by PPI
scans existed throughout RHI observations, particularly vertical vorticity at the interface
between moist and dry air, and horizontal vorticity above the moist PBL. Vortices at
these two boundaries even once appeared continuous with each other.

Summary of Significant Findings
Some studies support the notion that horizontal shear instability is an important
factor for misocyclone development (Lee & Wilhelmson 1997; Friedrich et al. 2005).
This thesis likewise supports that it can be an important factor, though it may not be
significant in all cases.
The presence and movement of vertical vorticity maxima on sub storm scale and
mesoscale boundaries are chronicled with unprecedented number and resolution in this
study. As the 30 April dryline shows, misocyclones can move along QLRSs and
propagate through boundary intersections, even making abrupt directional changes
without losing strength. The 19 May case reveals distinct extended linear reflectivity
bands that contain misocyclones. The convergence of two or more bands is more likely
to contain small misocyclones (< 1 km) and often rotates as a larger (~2 km diameter)
misovortex. This case also shows misocyclone presence anywhere laterally along the
extended width of a diffuse dryline on the condition that some form of boundary exists.
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QLRS-Ds are confirmed to be significant in misocyclone development and may
be important for CI through the direct modulation of convergence fields. Observations
show QLRS-Ds are favored locations for the genesis and amplification of misocyclones.
Clouds are shown to be located near some QLRS-D positions in the 30 April case, while
high-resolution (1-km) satellite data of clouds over the dual-Doppler domain is
unavailable for the 19 May dryline event.
Most astounding is perhaps the multi-vortex nature of some misovortices in this
high-resolution study. Often the multiple vortices do consolidate but may remain distinct
for a period of several minutes or more. These observations show many of these
misocyclones interacting in a Fujiwhara manner. The multiple vorticity maxima often
are separate vortices converging to the same location and vary in intensity, often,
merging, splitting, or pulsating in intensity, exchanging vertical vorticity between
individual maxima within the complex.
High resolution data also reduces bin size and wind speed averaging, revealing
significantly more intense misocyclones than previous studies of coarser resolution have
observed. On 30 April, each TTUKa recorded azimuthal shear on the order of 20 m s-1
across 100 m. In objective analyses, misocyclones in both cases reach tornadic levels,
with vertical vorticity maxima on 30 April commonly in the range of 0.1 - 0.2 s-1 and
occasionally surpassing 0.25 s-1, while on 19 May, misocyclones commonly reach 0.1 s-1
and at times 0.14 s-1. Most previous studies have observed misocyclones between 0.001
s-1 and 0.015 s-1 (e.g., Arnott et al. 2006; Marquis et al. 2007).
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Misocyclones, as shown on 30 April, at times anchor to QLRS-Ds. No previous
studies document this observation. QLRS-Ds have consistently high convergence levels
which may provide stretching of pre-existing vorticity, which generates a misocyclone in
an environment that is otherwise less favorable for the sustained existence of
misocyclones.
The dryline is known to inflect and vary structurally. In this study, several
different forms merit specific mention. On 30 April the dryline was most pronounced.
Inevitably inflections formed, and when large enough, the inflection was observed to fold
over itself, as a portion of the dryline further upstream advanced northward relative to the
dryline downstream of the inflection (Fig. 43a). A significant inflection generates a
broad rotation within the dryline which can break down into multiple rotation cores (Fig.
43b-c). Any of these rotation centers, large or small, may be short-lived or remain after
the inflect folds and collapses back into a more linear form (Fig. 43d).
The dryline that day also had distinct intersections with QLRSs. Reflectivity
features within a QLRS generally advanced up toward the dryline, and the QLRS-D
advanced, relative to dryline reflectivity features moving along the dryline, upstream.
Misocyclones were frequently present at the QLRS-D, though sometimes no vertical
vorticity was observed at the intersection point. Other times, the entire QLRS-D rotated.
It was even observed that this rotation could twist an otherwise linear QLRS at the
intersection of the dryline (Fig. 44). If upward motion at the dryline lifts HCRs vertically
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at the boundary, this feature takes remarkable semblance to Buban et al.'s (2007)
depiction of the dryline tilting HCRs (Fig. 5).

Figure 43. Idealized evolution of a significant dryline inflection on 30 April. First (a) an inflection in excess of 1
km takes shape, but ambient wind in the moist air folds and collapses the broader boundary at the position of
the inflection (b). By this point vorticity has increases, and as this process continues (c), rotation may remain a
single core or break apart into multiple cores. Finally, the dryline returns to its normal linear form (d).
Rotation cores that develop may or may not be sustained through the completion of this process. Arrows show
the development of rotation at the inflection.

Figure 44. Initially a QLRS (dotted line) intersects the dryline (solid line) at a near-normal angle (a), but after
several minutes twisting occurs at the QLRS-D by mode of either rotation at the QLRS-D itself, or torque
applied by the ambient wind.
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Salient on 30 April, numerous misocyclones were observed on secondary
boundaries (QLRSs) off the mesoscale boundary (dryline). Fig. 45 idealizes this
observation. Once a QLRS misocyclone reached the dryline, it interacted with preexisting dryline features including misocyclones, or made an abrupt change up direction
and propagated down the dryline. Where multiple boundaries intersect, misocyclones are
more likely to be observed, and the whole intersection itself is apt to have cyclonic
rotation. Several times, larger rotation centers (1-4 km) were observed to contain
multiple smaller misocyclones. Fig. 46 summarizes these findings.

Figure 45. Typical on 30 April, misocyclones were observed both on the dryline (solid line) and QLRSs (dotted
line).
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Figure 46. Schematic showing the existence of multiple misocyclones rotating in a Fujiwhara manner within a
broader rotation core in the dryline at the confluence of multiple boundaries. Here, the solid line denotes the
primary dryline, dashed dot lines two boundaries comprising a double dryline, and a dotted line represents
another weak boundary.

In conclusion, this thesis demonstrates that QLRS-Ds play an important role in
misocyclone development. Furthermore, horizontal shear instability can play a role in
misocyclone development. Lastly, this thesis is consistent with the hypothesis that
individual cumulus clouds can be associated with significant dryline features.

Recommendations
The finescale analysis of these two dryline cases shows remarkably the detail and
variability in the structure of drylines and misocyclones. Previous studies have observed
misocyclones on the order of 2 km whereas most misocyclones in this study are resolved
to much smaller diameters—often no more than 200 m—and with intensities a full order
of magnitude greater than past studies have observed. The reason for the higher
intensities may be due to finer beam width and gate spacing with reduced data bin
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averaging. Nevertheless it may be useful to distinguish between two groups of
misocyclones: those on the scale of 1-4 km in diameter, and those less than 1 km which
are typically between 300 m and the lowest diameters resolvable. The larger variety of
misocyclones generally takes form from one or a combination of the following: dryline
inflections, rotating QLRS-Ds, or the interaction of multiple smaller more intense
misocyclones. Smaller misocyclones interact when one misocyclone passes another or
when two, three, or more misocyclones rotate around a central point. It is not clear from
this study whether CI is favored near smaller misocyclones that are more intense, or
larger less intense misocyclones. CI probability may also be more a function of
misocyclone strength integrated over the time which a typical air parcel is near the
misocyclone.
More research is recommended for cloud analysis on the larger misocyclone
scale. The limited data in this study show clouds near the larger scale features of the
dryline, but more detailed finescale structural research, particularly in three and four
dimensions, is required to fully determine the mechanism of cloud formation and
evolution. Future studies could also test to see if the density or average intensity of
misocyclones is a function of boundary convergence or directional PBL wind shear
across the boundary.
Horizontal shear instability also requires further study. Future research is
necessary to generalize findings and to distinguish between conditions under which
horizontal shear is present and affects misocyclone development, and when shear is
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present but insignificant. Beyond this, future studies could furthermore research the
development of the instabilities to better predict sources of vertical vorticity generated or
enhanced by this mechanism.
This study demonstrates the multi-scale nature of dryline vorticity with
observations of less-intense multi-kilometer diameter vertical vorticity centers on the
dryline as well as more intense misocyclones from the lowest-resolvable diameters up to
a few hundred meters across. Long has science known of larger mesoscale and storm
scale vertical vorticity maxima, including hurricanes, cyclones, and tornadoes. In the
past two decades much has been discovered about misocyclones along mesoscale and
storm scale boundaries. This study shows clearly the existence of misocyclones on substorm scale boundaries. One question that naturally arises is how dissimilar are vortices
of different scales, and how well, if at all, and under what conditions can vortices change
scales, such as misocyclones growing into NSTs (Wakimoto and Wilson 1989).
Furthermore, because studying tornadogenesis can be expensive, time consuming, and
dangerous, can better understanding smaller scale vortex generation, such as
misocyclogenesis, improve our understanding and theories of tornadogenesis?
The author's firm opinion is that vortices and other organized structure in the
atmosphere are far more common than most of the scientific community generally
realize. With technological advances, future studies should be directed at the lessobvious features of the atmosphere. Clear-air studies including this study show
incredibly well-organized structure outside the expected locations of an organized
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atmosphere. While some features are already known, e.g. open cellular convection, there
may be much more to learn than realized at these smaller scales even in a quiet
atmosphere—such as misocyclones existing and translating kilometers before reaching
the dryline.
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ADDENDUM
In wake of this study, the author reports an observation of coherent atmospheric
vortices on the scale never previously reported in scientific literature. These vortices, or
microcyclones, were on the scale of centimeters in diameter and 1-2 meters in height
were observed in the calmest of conditions.
On 4 July 2014 at 1200 UTC, less than two hours past sunrise, over the small
Lake Mitchell in Crow Wing County in central Minnesota, microcyclones were observed
visually within a layer of fog 30 - 70 cm deep. Microcyclone observations took place 10
m from the south shore off the end of a wooden dock until about 1300 UTC when the
morning sun completed its erosion of fog above the lake surface. The nearest shoreline
had a steep hill that was densely wooded. Across the lake fog was deeper and remained
another 1-2 hours. Temperatures between 16-18 oC were observed, rising throughout the
course of observation. The approximately 10 m x 10 m field of view was entirely under
direct low-angle sunlight with the exception of a minimal area shaded by the observation
platform. The sky was partially covered with cirrostratus clouds above and to the west
while the eastern sky remained clear. The wind was imperceptible to human senses;
however, the fog moved ceaselessly in variable directions at rates below 1 m s-1. The
depth of the fog decreased throughout the observation before becoming too diffuse to
clearly track motion of fog, and ultimately dissipating entirely.
Though fog was observed everywhere above the lake, its structure included
greater density in bands of variable thickness, in the scale of 0.1 - 1.0 m spacing, with
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spacing comparable to fog layer depth. These bands were variably spaced and the
density of the fog varied greatly in homogeneity—that is, sometimes the fog bands were
prominent and other times the layer of fog was nearly homogeneous. All these
characteristics and changes in fog and wind direction changed on the scale of seconds,
often between 5 s and 15 s. The surface of the lake appeared flat as glass and entirely
undisturbed with the exception of ripples up to 30 cm across collocated and moving with
the strongest microcyclones. Microcyclones rotated nearly equally in cyclonic and
anticyclonic directions.
No complete genesis of microcyclones were observed; rather, microcyclones
typically translated across the entire field of view of several meters and always were
observed for a duration of several seconds before advancing out of view. All
microcyclones remained incredibly coherent and the frequency of observed
microcyclones was on the order of one microcyclone in the domain at any given time.
Characteristically, these microcyclones were associated with the denser bands of
fog. Microcyclones themselves produced the greatest depth of fog within sight. Just like
dust devils and misocyclones, some microcyclones were broad in diameter (~70 cm),
rotated slowly, and had fog observed only about 15% deeper than the ambient fog. In
contrast, other microcyclones were 10 cm across or smaller and fog was visible to a depth
of up to ~1.5 m or nearly 300% of ambient fog. Intermediate microcyclones also existed.
The 2-dimensional observations from above the fog appeared strikingly similar to
PPI scans of dBZ while studying the dryline and its environment, especially when the
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dryline was less well defined and numerous ancillary boundaries were present. The fog
itself provided visuals comparable to dust showing the dimensions and rotation in dust
devils observed in New Mexico and West Texas, sometimes broad circulations of
moderate depth and other times towering tubular structures. The tighter vortices in both
microcyclones and misocyclones in this study also appeared structurally comparable to
rope tornadoes.
In this case of fog microcyclones, fog showed little evidence of horizontal
vorticity lines anywhere. It is unclear how the air profile characteristics varied at the
upper boundary of the fog layer, and if or how high misocyclones may have extended
into this layer above the fog. The early morning environment over the lake intuitively
would be homogenous thermodynamically, though finescale observations could prove it
otherwise. The only obvious mechanism for microcyclone development is the everchanging winds, even though it was only on the order of 0.5 m s-1.
The conclusion of this unique case study, albeit lacking robust quantitative
measurements, is that small-scale atmospheric features do exist and warrant further study.
Structure even on this scale is well-organized and may provide easy-access real-world
observable models for larger scale atmospheric phenomena such as tornadogenesis.
From the study of the dryline and observation of these fog microcyclones, three important
questions must be answered: how comparable are various atmospheric phenomena (e.g.,
vortices) at different scales? Can features such as vortices, grow enough to jump scales?
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Finally, is it possible to incorporate knowledge of comparable phenomena present at
different scales to improve parameterization schemes for research or operational models?
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